
Boston Grail Circle Meeting (Notes submitted by Mary Farrell) 
February 8, 2014  
Participants: Pam Cobey, Mary Farrell, T.Rose Holdcraft, Elaine Huber, Anne Hurley, Renee 
Keels, Nancy Richardson, Beth Rosen, Katie Sellers, Carol Siemering 
 
Overview Questions / Observations: 
Nancy Richardson [NR]: Surprised that 51% of Revenue came from Retreat Center – would have 
thought less 
Katie Sellers [KS]: How much are we using the Center?  Is there room for growth? 
?: Programs – fewer this year – why do they lose money 
Carol Siemering [CS]: Staff composition – Grail members versus hired staff – a different model 
than of old.  Brought out at Cornwall Dream Quest too. 
Beth Rosen [BR]: Appreciate transparency and the effort that went into producing this info.  
Observe that resources – energy, $, time – going to centers – still in deficit 
KS: What % of our money is used to cover our deficits? 
How do we fix it? 
Responses to Imagine questions: 

1) What did we decide to do with land? 

PC?: Sold to organic farmers 

AH: Leased to organic farmers 

NR: Sold part and leased rest to organic farmers 

TRH: Accessed funding from USDA or other source to bring women farmers in to 

work this land 

NR: Use for solar panel grid to generate power 

2) Who is responsible for land and its sustainability? 

Whoever owns it 

3) Is the Grail involved in or connected to this work?  

4) How? 

Value-wise yes 

Possibly oversees leased portion 

Maybe a Grail training program 

Oversight – Grail serves Board function 

5) Conference Center continue? 

NO! [Everyone except Renee] 

RK not willing to say an absolute No 

BR: Hope we keep some facilities for our use 

CS: Don’t sell North/Oratory side of the road – keep as sacred space 

NR:  Keep Oratory, North side for Grail use  

6) Did we keep some buildings?   

7) Which ones? 

8) What use do we make of them now? 

PC: House of Joy – could we renovate for use as a B&B – an expensive one that would 

generate big $$?  - 

KS: Should check with Joy France whose parents ran a B&B from their house 
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Boston Grail Circle Meeting cont’d 
 

Keep Oratory and cemetery 

9) What was the focus or theme of the programme to re-establish residency? 

10) Who were the participants? 

11) How many were there? 

12) Where did they come from 

13) How many staff people did this take? 

14) Where did they come from? 

CS: No program – we’ve tried that for years – e.g. Ecovillage – can’t make it work 

PC: I found these questions exhausting.  If any program, it should be a senior living 

place – like Pilgrim Place – Sell to someone who would run it. 

BR: Interfaith, Spiritual, ecological, feminist program 

NR: These questions felt overwhelming – I want to take a nap.  I might contribute 

money, but I’m too tired to start over 

 

15) What were the three new viable project ideas? 

KS?: We should put out an RFP to develop the place – maybe eco-tourism or 

University Ag programs 

BR: Have to be sure we don’t sell it to Frackers or high cost housing developers 

EH: How much can we earn selling Art [or books or music or other goods] online? 

BR: We should do outreach of some sort to the underserved 

KS: Ministry.  Brewing beer – like the monks.  Education at Grailville 

16) What roles did we play? 

17) What resources did we commit?  

18) What did you do/commit – time, money, ideas? 

KS: By 2017 I’ll be able to teach – till then I have to earn to pay off my loans 

CS: I’ll be working at Cornwall so I’ll give money 

BR: I’ll be part of a lived community 1 to 2 weeks a year 

       I’ll also facilitate a decision process and I’ll give money 

PC: I’d like to make a new kind of religious/spiritual art – maybe for sale, maybe for 

the art 

19) How use new money generated? 

CS: To support International – e.g. Tanzania projects like Chicochia 

KS: Re-invest to maintain/repair buildings left 

PC: Become community/ies where we are – House communities – like House 

churches 

 CS?: Establish Art Centers – Online 

BR: Need to discern what we’re about as Grail.  How important is residential 

community? 

RK: I don’t feel connection between us – coming together.  Who are we and who are 

we not?  We need to define our identity.  We are in the wilderness, going around the 

mountain like the Jews in the desert. 
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Boston Grail Circle Meeting cont’d 
 

? Going around the mountain ?  Or the drain? 
 

RK: Like in residence – we need outside consultative intervention to look at 

feasibility structurally 

NR: It’s hard.  We love each other, respect each other and are ALL OVER THE MAP.  

Cohesion building activities no longer exist in the Grail – especially in the US.  40 

years ago I would have put my money, time and energy into “growing old in the 

Grail”.  I was ready to do it, but the proposal didn’t happen.  Now I wouldn’t because 

I don’t know now what and who I’d be committing to. 

RK: Spiritual identity is confused; it’s confounding that we are reluctant to deal with 

differences.  What do we mean by Respect for all traditions? 

BR: Quanita Munday says “Culture trumps structure” 

NR: You don’t know what your faith is until you look at your budget. 

Land has always been part of Grail identity, how do we let go of that? 

It’s not that we value retreat centers, we value the past. 

May need a facilitator for the GA Planning Team to approach the culture/structure 

issues 

 

BR: I volunteer to help facilitate & look at how we define our culture.  I don’t have 

any idea how to work on feasibility of organic farming! 

RK & KS willing to work with Beth on topic of defining culture. 

 

 
Boston Grail Circle (Notes submitted by Katie Sellers)  
Pam Cobey, Mary Farrell, T.Rose Holdcraft, Elaine Huber, Anne Hurley, Renee Keels, Nancy 
Richardson, Beth Rosen, Katie Sellers, Carol Siemering     
February 8, 2014  11:00 a.m. – 2:30 p.m. 
 
We opened the meeting with a reflection by April on the many “seasons” of Grailville’s land 
over the millennia. 
 
We moved into a discussion of Grail finances, where we reviewed revenues and expenses.   
 
Some observations/questions shared about: 

 Surprise that 51% of revenue is the retreat center 
 Curiosity about whether these sources of revenue were made at maximum capacity, 

or if there was room for growth. 
 Our losses for 2013 happened, even with reductions in staff and accorded costs 
 We are seeing a rise in “staff” rather than Grail work, aka moving toward paid staff. 
 So much of our resources (money and energy) go toward staff expenditures and 

toward keeping the properties going.   
o Carol Skyrm has been working on fundraising (go Carol!) 
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Boston Grail Circle cont’d 

 Do we know what percentage of expenditures covers the deficit. 
o Genesis farm is experiencing the same issue. Renee’s church is in the same 

situation.  In short, this phenomenon is not new but is an issue common to 
many (religious) organizations. 

 How has the International Grail experienced/weathered this? 
o E.g. the Netherlands had to sell the Tiltenburg. They do still have a center, 

bought after this sale, in Urtrecht. 
o In Australia, there was a center that was also sold because it wasn’t 

sustainable – both in terms of people and monies.  They do have active 
people in Sidney, Melbourn, etc.  

o South Africa has a center that has been very useful, yet they don’t have the 
capacity to keep it going… just building upkeep, etc.  So they are looking at 
the reality of having to sell some of the land. 

 One of the models we are looking at here is that of old, where the leaders led and 
worked for free.  Without this, we loose money.  

 
The purpose of this meeting is not to answer How do we save Grailville (or Cornwall, or 
anything) but rather What do we want. 

 Everything is on the table.  
o This has been discussed during Dream Quest the past year, and also will be 

discussed at this year’s G.A. 
o The General Fund will be used up before the end of this year, as it continues 

to be tapped in excess of sustainable levels to meet gaps in the expenditures 
of the Centers and The National Grail, etc. 

 
Discussion/Interactive Feedback about 2017 imagining: 

1) What did we decide to do with the (118 acre cert. organic) tillable earth and 
pastureland? 

a. Leased it out to organic farmers 
b. Sold to organic farmers 
c. Accessing funding from USDA or other institutes alternative farming funds 

(for women farmers) 
d. Use/lease for solar panels 

2) Who is responsible for the land now and it’s sustainability? 
3) Is the Grail involved or connected to this work, value-wise? How 

a. Yes 
b. Possibly with leased portion 
c. Yes – use leased lands as part of formation for grail women 
d. Yes – as board members 

4) We pondered the space.  Did we continue to run a conference center? What about 
other buildings 

a. No, discontinue. Qualified in that these programs leach money, every one. We 
can’t sustain them. Also, it’s too expensive to keep them but tear down 
buildings.  
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Boston Grail Circle cont’d 

b. Yes. 
c. Keep enough property for us to use for grail purposes. 
d. Transition to a different owner. 
e. Partner with other people. 
f. If we could sell it, that’d be ideal. Then let the people who buy it decide what 

to do with it.  
g. Keep the Oratory-side of the road, as sacred space/usable land.  
h. Rehab house of Joy as an expensive/exclusive bed and breakfast. 

i. Chat with Joy France about this, relative to the experience of her 
parents’ using a B&B. 

5) Residential living community program: who were the participants, where did they 
come from, how many are there, who/where/how are the grail staff in all this? 

a. Pilgrim Place-like community, for retirement purposes.  We wouldn’t run it 
but sell the land for this purpose.  

b. Who can we talk to about these different options? What organizations can we 
work with?  

c. Interfaith/Ecological women’s community 
d. “I think an era has passed…” and we just need to recognize that this takes a 

kind of energy that we don’t have. And getting young people won’t solve it. 
i. We need to solicit proposals from developers, publically, if for no 

other reason than to get better ideas of how to get money.   
ii. Broaden our community of conversation.  Doing a course with their 

business/architectural/marketing programs to take the living 
building challenge and applying it at Grailville, a case study.   

e. What we DON’T want: give to a developer, fracker, luxury housing, etc. 
f. What about entrepreneurial ventures   

i. Brewing,  
ii. selling art online 

1. visual art, textiles, music 
iii. education (e.g. UC partnerships, XU partnerships, etc.) 

g. Ministry!  We need to do outreach to the underserved.   
6) What did we commit and/or give of our own? 

a. Time  volunteer educator during summer courses (Katie) 
b. Facilitating process for discussion (Beth) 
c. Money (Carol Siemmering) 
d. Giving one or two weeks a year to volunteer /live at Grailville(Beth) 
e. Make new kind of religious art (Pam) 

7) All of the changes, meant new money was generated for the Grail. When and how 
did we use those funds? 

a. To support the International Grail (e.g. Tanzania education, medical, etc.) 
b. Invest in property upkeep so they don’t fall into disrepair 

8) Now that we have money, how are we using our resources to express the mission 
and vision of the Grail? 

a. Invest in building our community, like “house churches” 
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Boston Grail Circle cont’d 

b. Establish art centers 
i. Which generate revenue by online sales 

ii. Conversation about the physical bookstore losing money, so we would 
need to use a different model 

c. We seem to be putting the cart before the horse, because we are making our 
resources such a priority, when we MOST need to understand what it is that 
we are/will/need to do as Grail, in order to know what it is we should do 
with our resources to further our Grail mission. 

i. We need to decide this as a movement.   
ii. “I don’t feel cohesiveness.”  What do we do to promote this 

cohesiveness?  
iii. What is it that we need to let go of?  Who are we? Who do we manifest 

ourselves as? 
1. We are like the Israelites going around the mountain for 40 

years. 
iv. We need to discuss this stuff at this year’s G.A.  We can’t leave the 

room until there is a consensus on who we are and how we get there. 
1. The exemplars of our ‘Grailness’ (art sales, land use, ministry, 

etc.) need to be fleshed out in order for us to have a meaningful 
conversation at the G.A.  

2. It’s like an incestuous relationship, in that we are always navel-
gazing.  And we really need some dialogue from the outside, in 
a consultative capacity, to understand better how we are 
organized/functioning and where we are going.  

d. One of the hardest things about the Grail now is that we love each other, we 
respect each other, and we are all over the map.   

i. We have no idea what it would mean for us personally to say “this is 
what I will/can do” to give to the Grail.  Geography – both physical and 
social and spiritual – is a problem. 

1. There are so many ways in which women connect with the 
world today, that just weren’t an option a generation ago. 

a. It has had more impact on the Grail in the U.S. because 
we are at a different point of development.  

b. I could have committed, 40 years ago, to “I will make a 
place to grow old together with the Grail.”   

2. Now women won’t/can’t give their professional/personal 
resources like they used to be able to do. 

a. “We long for that cohesion…it’s much more complicated 
than can be gained by a facilitator at a gathering.”  But 
there is value in it, and might give ourselves a distance.  

i. There are big disagreements about issues, 
particularly about being interfaith, race, etc. 

1. We need to stop being afraid or giving 
talk to a desire for interfaith practice, but  
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Boston Grail Circle cont’d 

rather we need to start loving and 
embracing one another’s religious 
practice deeply. 

ii. “Culture always trumps structure.” (Beth, quoting Quanita Munday, a 
woman in cincy) 

1. We are never going to get anywhere without understanding 
our culture.  

a. How do we identify what our culture is? 
2. If we want to come to a shared understanding of our culture, 

how do we get there? 
a. People often say the budget and the spirituality (in 

church groups) are separate.  But they are not. 
i. Your budget shows your priorities. 

ii. We NEED to bring in outside help to help us talk 
about these budgetary issues, NOW.  

1. “I don’t have time to start over, and 
neither does the Grail.” ~Nancy 

iii. The best education course you can take is to 
study your Church budget.  

b. The land has been central to the identity of the Grail in 
the U.S.  So we are all the more reluctant to give up the 
land. 

i. “The grail has never been very good at 
maintenance.” This is part of our culture. 

c. We are putting our money in Retreat Centers and the 
Past.  

i. So we value these things.  But they are not 
leaving us financially viable.  So what can/should 
we do? 

ii. At the G.A. 2014 we will deliberate these ideas, in 
order that ballots get created to the full Grail 
community can vote on this. 

9) VOLUNTEERS 
a. Beth will be part of a team looking at how to best facilitate meetings, or 

identity-focused groups 
b. Renee would volunteer for the identity-focused group 
c. Katie would also like to be on this identity-focused group 

10) We are looking at the Center for Communal Contemplation process for helping 
spiritual communities make changes 

a. Before the G.A. we would go through a workshop, all who could be there, to 
help put us in a frame of mind to discuss these issues more fruitfully at a the 
G.A. 
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Boston Grail meeting February 8, 2014 (Notes submitted by T. Rose Holdcraft) 

 

1: Land.   Assess options for funding to support women organic gardeners and farmers; USA alternative 

farming funding. Lease land to them or sell; formation of an institute of women farmers/gardeners 

2. Who is responsible for the land and its sustainability? Collective of farmers, landscapers, landscape 

designers, gardeners perhaps with an adjunct institute that is both community-commercial oriented (i.e. 

use Hodie basement as a farmer’s market year round; all up to the collective) and educational oriented 

(workshops on food, health, organic gardening; eco-friendly landscaping – up to the  collective) 

3. Is Grail involved?   Probably at some level especially if some members are focused on the land (Mary 

Lu Lageman; others) but maybe not if a sale rather than lease 

4. How?   As part of institute’s board or as members prefer 

5. Keep the conference center?  Not in current format – Maybe better to rent out rooms as part of “Air 

BnB” during a one year transition period if buildings stay in current state.  Do an evaluation of all 

organizations over the past 10 years who have rented GV for conference/retreat? Where would the 

greatest loss be felt?  If organic farming was feasible, having some conferences/workshop/meetings 

space would be advantageous.   And for educational/health/spiritual/religious groups looking for a place 

to meet during day.  Invite a community-wide discussion with prior long-time supporters of GV about 

the future of Grailville—wider community input is needed after grail members consider what they want.   

6.  and 7.  Keep the buildings:   Could House of Joy become a registered historic property in Ohio?  If so, 

heritage preservation funding is available.  Preserving a small group of buildings makes good sense for 

the next 3 – 5 years;  sell or ask the wider communities (Loveland, small surrounding towns, Cincinnati 

and the surrounding colleges/universities) and the biggest current and past supporters of GV about their 

ideas on ‘responsible transitioning.’ – as partner in the decision-making/transition process? 

8 What happens to the buildings retained?   Community festivals; environmental and land 

mgmt/farming educational programming (who runs? Would need an institute? Staff? 

9.  Viable projects:     Grailville is a jewel – important from a land-history perspective, from an 

educational perspective and from women’s leadership/training perspective.   

10.  Who would be the participants?   Surrounding local and Cincinnati communities; a go-to for fresh 

organic food, health ideas, education,   --and also to support food banks nearby. 

11. How many?   Ebb and flow --- overnight: probably limited to capacity of remaining buildings (30)? Yet 

for day time events – open ended. 

12. Where do participants come from?   Local, regional, national and international 
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Boston Grail meeting February 8, 2014 cont’d 

13. Staff?   If an agricultural/educational/spiritual institute, to cover the operations, annual grant 

proposals would need to be secured to maintain solvency.    Minimum of 5 most likely. 

14. As part of grail team;    3 project ideas:    how to make  history and knowledge of past Grail culture 

accessible to younger people;   more visual on the website and written with a contemporary 

interpretation.    Knowledge transfer of the grail history seems important and while some of that has 

been taking place in Grailville newsletters and elsewhere – how to communicate diversity, inclusivity, 

social transformation, health-spirituality interconnectedness, long-time international dimension. 

16. As grail members, what roles did we play in this transition?    Acknowledging that we are at a cross-

roads; solvency is not possible given current 2013 activities.  Seeking partnerships; aligned initiatives:  

i.e. more environmentally-low impact such as the study mentioned by UC and architecture school).   

17. What resources did we commit?   Funds from lease or sale of other land. Committed to maintain 

oratory and tidings? land on the north side-   major maintenance?  

18. What was my volunteer work?    Ideas and money.   Interview Mary Lu Lageman about her 

perspectives on women and farming and what she believes is reasonable – she is most connected to 

other locals living/working on the land.   As regards grantwriting, I could look into options for seed 

money to attract women farmers,   but then of course the grail (and grailville) would need to have a 5 

year written strategic plan in order to be successful at receiving any future federal, state, county or 

private funding for such initiatives.  Is there an innovation center in Cincinnati for alternative energy 

developments – today one or two mentioned   solar and wind. 

19. What are we doing as grail; how to use resources to express our vision, mission of the grail?  Some 

new $$ was generated for the grail between 2014 and 2017:– how did we use those funds? Training of 

younger persons – local, national and international—making available opportunities for reflection (time-

away) or if current Metanoia experience would be valued at GV (on north side). 

Aside: Discussion of culture began at the September 2013 vision meeting at Pam/Beth’s house  and 

today bore a different urgency (Feb 2014).    Not having gone to November 2013 meeting at GV, it 

appears that some greater realism has set into place with several as regards the state of the properties, 

maintenance issues, staffing issues- this was not as apparent/present in conversation in September 2013 

as it was today Feb 2014. 

‘Magnetism’ for GV and/or  Cornwall?  Pilgrim Place in CA is small and focused and people are attracted 

by its focus on a thriving community for retired members.   Large tracts of land and numerous buildings 

need young energetic people to transform and re-purpose.   Funds resulting from sale of some of the 

land could be focused for what purpose? That’s a real question for Grail members in June.   
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Proposal for Future Use of Grailville as the Home of the Grail in the US 
(Boston) 

 
Imagine the north side of O’Bannonville Road.  You are standing near the Oratory.  
It is open to the community for a portion of each day for prayer and meditation. 
Feelings of awe, reverence, and appreciation come to the surface.  Memories come.  
You can hear the beautiful harmonies of antiphons once sung.  You visualize the 
celebrations, the quiet, the community you have experienced there.  You take a 
deep breath and an almost palpable presence of the spirit fills the very marrow of 
your soul.  The land around you is bucolic, fresh, simple, lovely.  You turn.  Before 
you is an extraordinarily simple yet elegant building.  It has large windows that 
face the sunrise and the sunset, both visible from this miraculous spot.  The sign 
notes Welcoming Center.  US Grail.  When you walk inside you notice 
photographs of women working in Africa and Latin America.  There is a graph 
showing the presence of women in the US who support this International work.  
You can read about them and the work they do here in their own hometowns on 
behalf of women, the earth, and working across differences from a base of 
spirituality.  There is lovely art made by these women.  It is as if this room houses 
portals to the universes of work past and present that is being and has been 
accomplished by this historic group.  You follow a path and are greeted by 
majestic sentinels marking the entrance to the cemetery, incomparable in its 
simplicity and grace.  This trio of entities is a fitting tribute to these women who 
have given their lives for the benefit of the world and especially for the lives of 
women and girls through their art and work since the inception of the Grail in 
1921.  
 
This vision grows out of a discussion that assumed that the Grail would no longer 
manage Grail Centers as we know them.  That is, that we would not manage retreat 
and conference centers, but we would maintain a home for the US Grail, located at 
Grailville. 
 
The background for this proposal is the current reality we face, namely the sparse 
availability of financial and people resources (over 75% of our membership is over 
65). 
 
We, are, therefore, proposing the development of a scenario for Grailville that 
honors both dream and context of our current reality.  Specifically, we propose that  
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we keep the non-tillable land on the north side of O’Bannonville Road.* We would 
keep the Oratory and cemetery and build a small center whose beauty and 
sustainability reflects the values of the Grail.  The basement of the Oratory could 
be enhanced to hold moderate-sized meetings. The new center would serve as our 
National Office as well as a place where visitors could come and learn about the 
Grail. There could be some small meeting rooms there as well. This would serve as 
the heart/hub/center of the movement. 
 
We would like to see the tillable land on both sides of O’Bannonville Road 
sold/leased to organic and, if possible, women farmers. The buildings on the south 
side could be sold as well as the additional buildings on the north side. The rest of 
the land on the south side would also be sold. 
 
The movement would continue to manifest itself in the circles already established: 
regional, task-based and interest-based. All U.S. Grail members would be 
connected to a real or virtual circle. Staff at the Grailville “center” would act as the 
hub of these: keeping the circles connected, enhancing possibilities for 
interchange, again both virtually and actual. National Gatherings and regional 
gatherings would continue as before but at places we would rent. 
 
The money gained from the sale of land and buildings would be the resource for 
the new building and supplement staff compensation as well as maintenance costs. 
This is in addition to the contributions from the movement. Money may also be 
used for the rental of spaces for the circles if they become too large to meet at 
someone’s house.  We are hoping that this scenario will match our means in terms 
of staffing and maintenance costs as property and buildings will be minimal. 
 
We imagine moving through this profound transition held as community with ritual 
in mourning and celebration.   
 
* ( Note: we would keep enough of the surrounding land around these entities 
whether tillable or non-tillable to honor the space.) 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Carol Seimering,  
Nancy Richardson 
Renee Keels 

T Rose Holdcraft 
Monica Maher 
Pamela Cobey 

Beth Rosen 
Tiffany Curtis 

Proposal for Future Use of Grailville as the Home of the Grail in the US cont’d 
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Bronx Grailville Reflection Circle   February 2014 
 
 
We began with a song and centering prayer.  We had rounds with each woman saying if she  had been to Grailville 
and what was a highlight for her. Then we proceeded with the timeline with an enlarged map of Grailville    
 
This introductory part was presented bi-lingually.  We divided into two language groups for the questions and 
shared together at the end. 
  
Spanish Group:—Margarita, Rosa, Erica, Marlene, Jada, Sharon 
(Erica and Marlene have never been at Grailville) 
 
Sembrar la tierra para nosotras.  Comprar vaca y sacar mas dinero. 
Plant crops on the land which we can sell.  Buy a cow which will bring in more money. 
 
Rentar  el terreno.  Mantener el cultivo para nosotras. 
Rent the land  to those who have our same values.   Plant food and cultivate the land for ourselves. 
 
Buscar jóvenes para trabajar en la tierra. 
Invite youth to work the land. 
 
Rentar con supervision.  Rent the land and have people work under our supervision. 
No vender!!!!!  Do not sell!!!!! 

 

What to do with the buildings. 
Cosina…Catering could be a function in the use of the kitchen..   
Oratorio…Rent out the Oratory.  There might be Store Front churches which do not have a good space for worship. 
Comedor…rent  the dining room for banquets.  Don’t sell.  If you sell one building then you end up selling another 
and another until they are all sold and we lose everything. 
 
Use buildings for conferences, meetings, banquets, weddings.  Continue with our Grail meetings at Grailville. 
 
We would have to pay staff to operate the activities but we would be bringing in enough money to offset that. 
 
2. Research the population.  What are the needs?  Youth, domestic violence? 
3. An example of something that has been done at the Foundling Home in NYC for pregnant girls.  The girl 

remains in the hospital throughout her pregnancy.  When she gives birth she is transferred to a building with 
individual apartments.  Each girl has her own apartment completely furnished and supplied with all she needs 
for herself and her baby.  There is staff available to supervise and teach her to care for her baby, to cook, clean, 
shop, budget own  .  Several apartments in the one building.  She can stay to 20 years of age.  When she leaves 
she is prepared for life. 

 
4. Bring in students from university for a project.  Example:  .  Hunter College offers a  6 week program of health 

and nutrition classes in public agencies.   
 
5. Offer recreational activities for all ages. 
 
6. Bring in International young women. 
 
7. Offer possibilities for disabled children. 
 
 
English Group: Mpanda, Judith, Tina, Cathy, Mary Kay 
 
(only Cathy has never been to Grailville) 
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Very strong feelings: Do not sell buildings nor land. 
Rent buildings..but they need renovation first—maybe build a totally new building that could be used for 
conferences 
 
Get government grants for projects—especially related to the land and women. 
 
Have retreats:  for couples, women, men 
 
Year school of leadership training/formation 
 
Use Grailville with the idea that Lydwine had:  prepare young women for life, focus on really living Christianity, 
 
Have an organic farm and develop an agriculture center 
 
Grail members and others could come to live there—reach out to international community which then involves 
working on visas.   
 
Keep life at Grailville—never neglect it. 
 
Have internships at Grailville 
 
3 projects: 

1. Organic agriculture 
2. Retreats 
3. Creative weeks/weekends—dance/song/poetry/art/yoga/tai chi 

Rent land to get dollars but never lose total control—Grail should supervise 
 
BUILDINGS 

1. Modernize buildings 
2. Or build a new one for rental 
3. Have a kitchen for catering 
4. Rent oratory and dining room for various events, esp. weddings, etc 
5. DO NOT SELL ANYTHING 
6.  

PROJECTS 
1. Agriculture school 
2. Creative art center 
3. Look at past programs to see if some of them could work now with needed up dating. 

 
Do research on the needs of the community are and what hasn’t been responded to.  What groups could we draw in? 
 
WHO DO THIS 

 Ask Grail retirees to come for 6-12 months 
 Having an actual project might attract members to come 
 Be a living community 
 One member said she was ready to go. 

 
 
We ended singing the Teresa Avila prayer: 
 
Nada te turbe. Nada te espante. Quien a Dios tiene, nada le falta. 
Nada te turbe. Nada te espante.    Solo Dios basta. 
 
Let nothing disturb you, nothing afright you.  Who has God, lacks nothing.  
Let nothing disturb  you, nothing afright you.  God alone is enough. 

Bronx Grailville Reflection Circle cont’d 
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California Facilitators Meeting 
February  7-8th 

(Notes submitted by Ria De Groot) 
Note: We, Sharon Wood, Mary Gindhart ,& Ria  Morearty de Groot  met for two days in 
Paso Robles, CA….Duanne joined us Saturday evening.  We “bounced” our ideas back and 
forth and the following are the results. 
 
-Sharon, Mary, Ria:We began talking about CSA’s, locally grown food and Grailville’s 180 
tillable acres?  (?Are there that many tillable acres?)  The existing CSA has been in production 
6-7 years.  So it is in its prime.  It takes some time to get fallow land into good production.  
To get some real dollars coming in, more land would need to be in production.  In 2013 the 
aprox. Income from all farm income, minus expenses was $9,000.  Ideas: expand honey, CSA 
acreage, plant pomogranite trees & make juice, Any grape varieties that might grow in 
bottom land? (less work than most crops.) 
Plant & sell cyclamen plants very hardy & perrenial. Be part of “Olly”s  Eco Friendly Tourism.  
Continue program of youths/girl scouts experiencing the farm. 
-Mary:  Seniors, do have concerns, like costs, since seniors live on a fixed income.  So cost of 
rehabilitation of buildings would have to be carefully monitored.  Which building that is 
worth keeping? We need to take into consideration "Who is in the Grail Now" and where is 
the focus of these individual members?  Take that in consideration….so we would utillize our 
“natural talent” & move in that direction. 
Connect with other groups and join forces as we move ahead. 
-Sharon quickly noticed that the summary of the Grail’s financial situation clearly showed 
that the money left for repairs is not adequate for any remodels.   So capitol would have to 
be raised.   This reminded Sharon of the book, “Who Moved My Cheese” by Spencer Johnson 
M.D.  (use quotes at the GA.?) 
Topic: Buildings:….Grailville has aproximately 13 buildings and the two that seem to need the 
least amount of maintenance are the Oratory and Hodie. 
-Mary: Let’s pursue & promote food sustainability at Grailville.  We have to find out the 
tillable acres & what is the acreage available for grazing.   Use the Pole barn and the milk-
house as part of this effort.  If we need to we can put the land in a trust but I would prefer 
that we find a local partnership with a group like, “Our Harvest”. In that case it would be 
important to retain rights to walking trails and  Grail  visiting. Rights. 
-Ria: Let’s have a bookstore on line….a website with links to Grailville  and to any  other 
members who have, art, poetry,  Grail authors of books, quilting, card making, sewing items, 
pottery etc. & bring these items to the web market .  We can even include our Grail sisters in 
other countries!!  Utilize, Fair Trade and allow a percentage of sales to go to either Grailville 
or the National Grail!   Do we have a web-mistress among us?!!  “Etsy” is a website that 
maybe of help or give us ideas how to set it up. 
Housing:Buildings Some accommodations for housing is needed for a few Grail staff and a 
gathering space for  the membership in the Loveland-Cincinnati  area.  Keep the Ark for  
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California Facilitators Meeting cont’d 
 

wedding preparations,  Continue to “rent the Oratory”….make special   accomodations for 
Grail members to have free access or reduced rate.  
Pneauma, keep it for staff housing, Tidings  for office, storage & meetings,  Hilary as  a  place 
for meditation…individual or small group.   House of Joy was built in 1890’s and might be 
elligible for “Historic Building”  identification by a Historical society.  The same might be true  
for Hodie….where the looms & the weaving could continue under that designation…. 
HistoryTours to these spots. 
Can we move Hodie eventually to the other side of the street…as a future plan? 
Programing:  We see Grailville as a center with a smaller local reality.  There exist a strong 
number of Grail members in the Loveland-Cincinnati region, about 50.  We need to foster 
and nurture the growth  of our local Grail &  new members.  Programs can be held in the 
basement of the Oratory, at Tidings in the downstairs living room or  at Hilary in order to 
save cost on heating.  We see the value in programs. 
-The “Transitions Movement”…should it be sparked, would serve the needs of  a local group 
and would be the work of a local Grail Community.  It can be Grail sponsored or not, but 
would not necessarily be a National Grail entity. 
 Goals for 100year Celebration in 2021:  What needs help is the archives!   They are now in 
the Oratory and have received no systematic attention.  A few pieces have been worked on.  
Notre Dame collects documents of the History of the Catholic Church, so the have a few of 
Grail documents but probably more need to be sorted and sent there for “safe keeping”.  It 
includes, tapes, interviews with Carolyn Gratton & Dorothy Rasenberger.   This might be a 
time to ask for a volunteer and check who among us has keen library experience. 
Personnel/Staffing:  At present we are guessing that  Grailville has about 13 employees.   Since 
the budget is highest for Personnel & Healthcare benefits we wonder where can we cut and 
what positions need to stay even during a transition time!  So, we came up with; keeping our 
Director, finance persons ll, one for marketing, one for P.R. & membership out reach…., one 
for retreat center manager,  plus an  aide and a house keeper,  l  director of farming, I 
hospitality, l for the bookstore, l CSA farm manager .  
 Land & Sale:  a.) sell it all and say goodbye    b.) sell part of it ( prefer to Nature Conservancy 
or Land Trust…in a responsible way) then build one round (multi-purpose) building in front 
of the Ark on the  grassy area.  
Transiton time:  During a transition period, the Grailville would still need to maintain the all 
its buildings, have insurance, do repairs…etc. at an aproximate cost of 50,000-75,000 for a 
year.   So to do nothing would still be expensive 
Suggest that the Grail shift to an “New Project” that of “SAVING THE PLANET”  
We are the custodians of Grailville and we need to see that it does not get into the “wrong” 
hands!  (Use a Trust or Nature Conservancy)  The land can’t adapt if WE do not keep it 
“SAFE”.   Grailville could become a “Loveland Grail Center” only and organize programming 
to either nurture or  attract new members and have it be a manageable size.   (Less stress) 
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Notes from Feb. 23, 2014 Grail Regional Meeting at Grailville  - EHM 
 
There were 34 women in attendance: Lebe, Quanita, Ingrid, Claudia, Bonnie, Ginny, Pam 
(explorer), Marian, Wendy, Joy, Martha, Pat, Alice, Jean, Nina, Jan, Teresa (explorer), Mary 
Kay, Becky, MaryLu, Beth, Fran, Loretta, Terri, Julia, Lenie, Meg, Deborah, Emily, Terry, 
Anne, Debra, Peggy, Joyce.   
 
Joyce Minkler facilitated.  
We shared a song and a reflection on the history of the property which is now Grailville. 
 
FINANCIAL ISSUES – notes on group responses 
Wendy gave a brief summary of the short term Grail financial crisis.  Given our resources (as per 
Mary Farrell’s prep info) and our present spending pattern (as per 2014 budgets) we will not 
have enough accessible cash to finish the year.  How soon we run out depends on the accuracy of 
the income/expense projections in those budgets. At best we may make it to the third quarter.  
This means we will not only not have money for operations as usual, but we will not have funds 
for future changes or projects.  A letter was sent to Council bringing this to their attention and 
suggesting immediate action be taken to establish a policy of keeping one year’s worth of 
expenses in reserve.  This would mandate a cascade of money saving measures be initiated.    
 
Discussion ensued: 
-$84,000 estimated cost to keep Grailville in a “mothballed” condition. Not sure exactly what 
this includes. 
-Was the Movement Building Scenario ever evaluated as to its effectiveness? 
 -Regions began this in a meeting last year. Did not finish.  
 -We do not know what ever happened to this effort. 
 -There was no conclusion drawn. 
 -Membership numbers have stabilized. 
 -Visioning scenarios have been worked on in various ways with various groups. 

-Cost breakdowns for GV buildings available from Nat’l office, but they include direct 
costs only, not overhead. 
-All Grail divisions are now using an integrated financial system which allows 
administration to see and track costs. 
-Council struggles to understand all the information. 

-Money projections may have been too optimistic 
-It is hard to do things in a timely way, decisions take a long time 
-Great care is taken with feelings of others which makes clear action  
difficult at times 
-There have been staff changes to cope with 

-If Council is responsible for decisions where will this Meeting info go? 
 -Only to discussion at GA 
 -There will be a member vote after the GA 
-We must keep in mind there are two topics here: short term-budget crisis and long term- future 
of The U.S. Grail (National Office and all centers and programs) and Grailville. 
-Members are the caring level of input (circle), Council = Board of Trustees (triangle) is the 
legally responsible decision making body. 
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Notes from Feb. 23, 2014 Grail Regional Meeting at Grailville  - EHM cont’d 
 
CAROL’S QUESTIONS  by numbers – personal responses 

1. Grow things 
2. Tenant farmer who is our partner. Grail admin. Is very hands off after initial policy 

parameters are set. 
3. Only very tangentially as good steward via policy, not managerial or operational 
4. Only as owner and steward and background policy setter 
5. A. We do NOT run a conference center 

B. Grail remains owner 

C. We partner with other groups. Grail back seat for management and operations. 

D. Shrink Grail building responsibility to core = Oratory, Joy, Metanoia; lease 
appropriate (most) buildings for residences; perhaps office space in larger dorm 
buildings. Goal is for long term tenants, use property manager not Grail to manage. 

     6. We keep some buildings. Ownership=keep. 
     7. All except Oriens – probably demolish. I’d have to look at it again. 
     8. Tidings, Ark, Pneuma, Modicum, Hillary (maybe even Joy) – rental residences. Hodie, 
Bene, St. B. – office rental.  Barns – lease in conjunction with land use. 
Other – Grail use   
     9. Long term residency positied by question - small 2017. Focus or theme?? Land based 
learning/spiritual relationship to land, training for mission work 
     10. Who?  Women, active, international and local 
     11. 25 participants 
     12. All over the world 
     13. Staff?  How many depends on the program components 
     14. Grail 
     15. Ideas generated for new Grail projects 
 -seed saving facility 
 -organizing sustainable seed supplies/donations to go to developing countries 
 -training women to follow seed as advisors and trainers to establish sustainable 
agriculture in developing countries 
     16. support, mentoring, publicity, networking 
     17. Grail contributes land and buildings 
     18. Prepare curriculum materials to be uses locally and to be also used off site for training in 
country. (I would be helping to create the materials not the content) 
     19. Replenish our $ reserves.  Maintain major maintenance funds. Then scholarships for 
interns in the training program. 
 
SOME SHARED INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO SOME QUESTIONS  
- Sell to an organic farmer 
- Make parkland, playgrounds, trails 
- Grow food and animals 
- Lease to young farmers 
- Work with partners 
- Grail owns land and buildings others operate them 
- Gather a co-op of many organizations to work on projects together 
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Notes from Feb. 23, 2014 Grail Regional Meeting at Grailville  - EHM cont’d 
 

- Lease land with sustainable practices maintained 
- Hire a land overseer to work for us 
- Grail involvement in land activities- Yes=10, No=6, In-between: some involvement=17 
- Do we run a Retreat/Conference center No-17, Yes=10 but of those with partners=8 
- We should imagine a new harmonious residential community 
- We need to figure out what The Grail is doing for the world 
 
SMALL GROUPS  
Three groups formed around three general perspectives that had been articulated in our 
conversation to this point:  
1. Sell Grailville, put the money in endowment to use for worthy projects 
2. Keep Grailville and do what we are doing but gear up and do it better,  
3. In-between – Keep Grailville or some of it, partner with others to manage and operate the 
activities that happen on the land and in the buildings, use select parts for a smaller dynamic 
Grail Center (not conference or retreat business) 
– main points from groups (1+2) were recorded elsewhere so I am not attempting to speak to 
those. 
 
I was in Group 3.  This was the largest group. It was sort of the everything else group of those 
who did not feel as comfortable in the other choices, so we had a lot of diversity of interest and 
opinion. We came up with several overall points of focus. 

1. Do not sell land or buildings just to raise money. Beware of the 
quick fix to operating deficits by liquidating capital assets.  Get our overall Grail 
financial house in order ASAP. 

2. We want a home place for The Grail to gather at Grailville.  We 
feel the need for The Grail to be able to focus on spiritual activities and mission works 
instead of running a complicated business, this was felt especially strongly by those who 
have been on staff.  There were various ideas of where and how this Grail core could be 
configured. In all of them the Oratory was included. 

3. We want the property at Grailville to be working toward some 
aspect of the Grail mission but we feel that it needs to be operated by some group(s) other 
than us. We noted that initially Ludwine had a goal and needed the Grailville place to 
fulfill that goal. Today we have the place and are looking for a use that could fulfill a 
mission goal.  Some felt hope and potential in this others felt frustrated and burdened. 

4. We acknowledged that our buildings are old and in need of work. 
There were a variety of opinions on how bad the situation is.  We are aware that much of 
our our money reserves have been spent on operating costs in the past several years, 
making a big investment in buildings not feasible presently.  Also we have not decided on 
a future use so a concrete plan is hard to make. 

5. Opinions varied as to whether it was best to sell parts of Grailville 
to reduce our burden of cost and work or to continue to own it but partner with others to 
manage and operate work there.  Either way there was agreement that The Grail cannot 
manage the operation of it all, our efforts to manage various activities at Grailville have 
been a financial failure and cannot be sustained.  These efforts also have been an 
emotional drain. 
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Notes from Feb. 23, 2014 Grail Regional Meeting at Grailville  - EHM cont’d 
 
Some more miscellaneous thoughts that emerged during Group 3 discussion: 
-We need to figure out who we are as Grail before we will be able to from a plan or make these 
big decisions. 
-Where are the young Grail members, they need to be here in this conversation. 
-We are the younger Grail members. 
-Some joined the Grail because of their experience at Grailville. 
- The beauty of Grailville keeps people coming back. 
-We are smart women and we need to put our heads together and come up with a business plan 
that is financially sustainable and mission fulfilling.  We need to be “all in” as members for this 
to work. 
-All this talk of long range plans is pretty much pie in the sky because we don’t have the funds 
any longer and no foreseeable way to get them. 
-There is worry about how Council will respond to the present financial crisis. What will 
happen? 
 
 
WRAP UP COMMENTS – from whole group 
-Where will the results of this meeting go? What will happen next? 
-The notes will be sent to Joyce, Carol and Mary, along with all the results from other regions. 
They will be sorted and summarized and areas for further study will be identified.  Teams of 
Grail members will be formed to dig deeply into the various proposed possibilities to determine 
the feasibility. This work will be done in time for the GA where the membership will discuss the 
possibilities.  No vote will happen at the GA. A vote will be conducted afterward by mail, email 
or online so all may participate.  It was not clear what this vote might actually mean or if it was 
anything other than opinion polling. 
-There may be women from other regions on these research teams so we will have to work via 
skype or email or whatever.   
-Who makes the decision as to what we do? 
-Council is the legal Board of Trustees and is responsible. They are the ones with the authority to 
decide matters. Only land sale and bylaws changes go to a member vote. 
-Members are also responsible for establishing the direction of the U.S. Grail.  Does this major a 
change of activity qualify as a change of direction? If so does that mean that a member vote 
can/will/should make this decision. We were not sure about how to answer this question. 
-Council members present asked if they would have the results of the work by their April 
Council meeting in Cornwall.  No, the feasibility studies will not be done by then. 
-Council members present were asked if they would be addressing the immediate term financial 
crisis situation at that meeting. They were uncertain of the agenda at present.  
 
Women who were interested in working on the next phase signed up on the notes at the front.  
There was also a preliminary list of interested women compiled at an earlier stage of this 
process. 
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Notes from Feb. 23, 2014 Grail Regional Meeting at Grailville  - EHM cont’d 
 

Overall, I felt that this meeting was a good and productive time. The issues were important, 
complicated and huge in scope. Not everyone came into the room with the same amount of 
knowledge but I think we all came away better informed and with some sense of what was next, 
both personally and as a group. There were 34 people in the meeting and Joyce did great job 
facilitating – she kept us on track, on time and adapted the plan as needed to work with the 
group.  She made every attempt to have all voices heard who wanted to be heard. 
 
All our thanks to Joyce, Carol and Mary for the big work of planning and making this happen all 
over the country.  
 
Notes respectfully submitted by Elizabeth Murphy.  2/24/14 
 
 

Cincinnati Grail Meeting  

Joyce Minkler  
 

7:58 AM 2014-02-25 
  

  to me, Carol  
 

 

Hi Mary and Carol, 
 
Got home late last night after spending Monday with some of the Grail elders in Cinti around 
their personal needs.  The regional meeting on Sunday was good and productive I think.  You are 
already getting notes from note takers and a couple of other folks who took notes will send them 
soon. 
 
It was a large group of 35 people, all very invested in the issues.  As you know, a small group 
had done their own financial analysis after receiving the financial overview Mary sent out.  
Those folks had circulated the letter they sent to Council members to some other folks in the 
region but not to everyone.  So, some days before the meeting I asked Wendy and Meg if one of 
them would give a short synopsis of their work and conclusions in the section of the meeting 
where we would discuss finances.  Wendy did that, very well and briefly.  There were, of course, 
questions and concerns, but the group agreed that those issues could not be solved at the Sunday 
meeting and folks were willing to move on to the agenda, for which I was very grateful and had 
had agreement prior to the meeting from Wendy, Meg and others that they would support me in 
moving the meeting along.  They did.   
 
There was a really good spirit in the group:  serious, concerned, patient with the process, willing 
to work hard towards recommendations and solutions.  No blaming or back biting at all in the 
large group conversations. I was really impressed with the maturity of the group and their ability 
to tolerate differences in a constructive way. 
 
We will be getting notes from the meeting, but here are the 3 major 
conclusions/recommendations as we reported them on newsprint.   
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Cincinnati Grail Meeting cont’d 
 
I will be working this afternoon and evening and at Frankfort lobbying legislators all day 
tomorrow (Wed...all the pipeline stuff is coming to head right now also!).  I work Thursday 
afternoon.  Free all day Friday.  Have a good trip home, Carol.  Look forward to connecting with 
you both soon. 
 
1. Maintain a home place for the Grail at Grailville, where we can be Grail together 
     a)This homeplace needs to be smaller than it is today; a small, dynamic Grail Center 
     b)We need to reduce our footprint at GV according to our mission and values 
     c)Need to get back to GV being in the service of the Grail's vision and mission rather than 
being a business that is an economic burden to maintain 
      d)GV land and assets are not a "cash cow" for short term fixes and needs 
 
People willing to work on this recommendation: Joy France, Wendy, Lebe, Beth Murphy, 

Peggy Goerder, Deborah Sullivan 
      
2.  Create a sustainable agriculture focus at GV 
  Explore partnering, leasing, needs for local food.  Agriculture has always been part of GV's 
mission.  Permaculture, fields, farmers, interns, long term residential group. Agriculture based in 
spirituality.  Local universities are teaching all of this, looking for places to partner with. 
 Already in process: University of Cinti case studies at GV by Architecture and Business 
students should result in three proposals including business plans and program options. 
 Incorporate their findings into our thinking. 
 
People willing to work on this:  Joy France, Lebe, Beth Murphy, Ingrid, Terry Marshall, 

Mary Lu. 
 
3.  Questions:  How do we answer "Who are we a Grail?"  What is the role of GV in relation to 
the Grail now? Is there something the Grail can offer that is unique? Would we go looking for 
the land and building of GV today (if we didn't already have them) in order to carry out what we 
think our mission is today?  
 
Do we have resources to bring to other social movements that we feel directly connected to?  Do 
we keep GV to use for that purpose (of supporting other movements/groups) or do we sell GV 
and bring the proceeds to use for other Grail projects and works around the world that we care 
about? 
 
Conclusion:   
-Sell the south side (Hub area) of GV now or relatively soon 
-Mothball the Oratory side until we are clearer about who we are as Grail now. 
 
People to work on this:  Meg 
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Cincinnati Regional Meeting Sunday, February 23
rd

, 2014 

 

Facilitator:  Joyce Minkler.     Notes from Terry Marshall 
 
Present:  Elizabeth Robinson, Quanita Mundy, Ingrid Farnham, Claudia Yamasue, Bonnie 
Hendricks, Ginny Deters, Pam Hall, Marian Schwab, Wendy Budzynski, Joy France, Martha 
Heidkamp, Pat Dolan, Alice Dougan, Jean Wilson, Nina Naberhaus, Theresa Chuff, Jan 
Weinkam, Mary Kay Delgado, Becky Hill, Mary Lu Lageman, Beth Murphy, Fran Martin, 
Loretta Rokey, Terri Carter, Julia Almaguer, Lenie Schaareman, Meg Bruck, Deborah Sullivan, 
Emily Snyder, Terry Marshall, Anne Mercier, Debora Schak, Peggy Goederer, Joyce Minkler. 
 
 

o Before the group started to focus on the day’s discussion Wendy Budzynski presented an 
analysis, prepared by a small group,  (Wendy, Meg, and ? ? ?) of the Grail’s current 
financial situation indicating that the Grail does not have adequate funds to cover the 
planned deficits for 2014.  They estimate that by the end of 2014 there will be a negative 
balance of $7,000.  They have written to the Board of Trustees i.e., The Grail National 
Council, requested action on the perceived deficit within 30 to 60 days.   

o Wendy was asked to share her analysis and the letter with the Listserve. 
o The Movement Building Scenario has perhaps not been sufficiently evaluated on an 

ongoing basis.  The movement building (membership) has been 100% successful and has 
stabilized the movement but has not increased the financial viability of the movement. 

 
Joyce led the group in an “Imagine” exercise posing a number of questions that invited quick, 
immediate individual responses.  Representative responses/conclusions from the group were 
noted.  A small group of participants appeared to favor closing Grailville.  Another larger group 
indicated a preference for down-sizing.  People were divided as to whether Grailville should 
continue to run a Retreat Center either as Grailville or in partnership with another 
organization(s).  Others wanted to see a focus on: educational projects around the land; 
partnerships to enhance food production; training farmers; sustainability;  spirituality and 
community;  residential community. 
 
Small Group Discussion on the land and UC student project 

 

Participants:  Debora Schak, Mary Lu Lageman, Theresa Chupp, Becky Hill, Terry Marshall, 
Martha Heidkamp, Peggy Goederer, and Jean Wilson. 
 
What is the current need for the land at Grailville?  The world needs food.  Keep and use the 
resource of the land for agriculture.  Leasing as an option?  We should not give up Grail 
principles and values in any leasing arrangement;  need to be careful;  do not give up rights to the 
land but work with people who actively share our values. There are things we can do.  Growing 
more food;  planting trees for example. There are a number of organizations involved in 
agriculture that we can hook into.  A longer term residential community can make this happen. 
 
Our internship program gave participants a community experience.  Every year we get requests 
from people that we have to turn down because there is no housing available.  We have 
connections that can help people learn—that we can leverage.   
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Cincinnati Regional Meeting Sunday, February 23rd, 2014 cont’d 
 

When we talk about long term we’re not talking about a farmer who lives and works the farm, 
we have a window of maybe five or six years.  An internship program connected to a viable 
Grail Center would give it a solid spiritual base—the community is broader than residency at 
Grailville—neighbors, region.  Need long term and short term possibilities. 
 
We need to look at the land overall—who can we partner with—can Permacultural principles be 
included?  We can have different partners on different sides of the road.  There are young people 
wanting to learn who can be potential partners.  Partners can have a longer term commitment. 
 
Becky explained the current project Grailville is involved in with the University of Cincinnati:  
Twelve architectural and 12 business students are doing an interdisciplinary project looking at 
the land and buildings at Grailville.  Small groups are making proposals involving redesigning 
land use and building usage including upgrades, renovations, possible new building.  One group 
is specifically focused on the land.  The results will be available in May and we will be able to 
look at the ideas. 
 
The group’s conclusion:  In preparation for the GA: establish a group to look at sustainable 
agriculture with a training component;  look at what comes from the UC project;  look at the 
possibility of a long-term residential community at Grailville;  find the people who would be 
involved and consider financial implications. 
 
Feedback from small groups  
 
Group 1:   

1. Wish to maintain a physical home—a place for the Grail at Grailville. 
2. A smaller place than at present. 
3. Reduce our footprint in regard to the Grail’s mission and values. 
4. Look at the vision and purpose of Grailville:  Grailville has been of service to the Grail in 

the past but is it now a burden?  Turn that around so that Grailville again serves the Grail. 
5. Don’t want to use assets [from selling land or buildings] as a cash cow—don’t use assets 

for short term use. 
 

Group 2: 
1. Establish a group to look at sustainable agriculture at Grailville; using the resource of the 

land recognizing the need in the world for food; use all or some of the acres;  look at 
incorporating Permaculture principles in this context with long term farmer, interns, 
apprentices, long term residential group.  None of this excludes other things such as using 
the Oratory for weddings, etc., and other ways of building on our resources. 

2. Grailville is currently working with an interdisciplinary group of architecture and 
business students from UC that will be presenting proposals for future sustainable uses of 
land and building at Grailville.  This input should be followed up. 
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Cincinnati Regional Meeting Sunday, February 23rd, 2014 cont’d 
 

Group 3: 
1. How do we answer the question:  who are we as Grail? 
2. In that context, what is Grailville’s place? 
3. What does Grailville have that is unique? 
4. If we focus on the mission of the Grail, do we need Grailville? 
5. If the Grail is clear about the why, the Grail needs to be part of it. 
6. Are we expert farmers, activists, climate change experts?  Or do we sell it to have the 

resources to help people who are experts and who are doing it? 
7. Put the money into an endowment until we figure out what and who the Grail is. 

 
Feb. 22 Circle meeting GV/Cincinnati region 
12-4 pm at St Brigids   Notes by Elizabeth Robinson 
 
Present: Joyce Minkler (Facilitator)   
Peggy Goederer, Debora Schak Anne Mercier, Terry Marshall, Emily Synder, Deborah 
Sullivan, Meg Bruck, Lenie Scharraman, Julia Almaguar, Terri Carter, Loretta Rokey, 
Fran Martin, Beth Murphy, Mary Lu Lagaman, Becky Hill, Jan Wienkam, Explorer 
theresa? (red hair in a bun), Nina Naberhaus, Jean Wilson, Alice Dougan, Pat Dolan, 
Martha Heidkamp, Joy France, Wendy Budzinski, Marion Schwab, Pam (explorer) 
Ginny Deters, Bonnie Hendricks, Cluadia Yamasue, Ingrid Farnham, Quinata Munday, 
Elizabeth Robinson, Mary Kay Delgado 
 
Wendy Budzyinski, talked about reality of finances at GV.  With things as projected we 
would be 7,000 in the hole.  We probably will not be able to cover this deficit.  This was 
deduced from info sent from Mary Farrel to Circles.      Members  at this meeting wanted 
this information/letter sent to them. 
Meg- letter also sent by concerned group to council asking for protection of our assets. 
A plan to do this in a short window of time 30-60 days. 
 
Terri-84,000 to moth ball GV.  (is this a really looked into number?)   Could it be more or 
less? 
 
Quinita -Has the movement building scenario met benchmarks, what are the 
benchmarks?   Can we use this info if it is available.  
 
Loretta, Smaller group needs to make decisions.  Difficult position for council 
 
Claudie, this is critical, gives council permission to make decisions.  Short time span. 
 
Meg Bruck - 2 decisions.  One is this years deficit problem (these need to be followed 
up now),  other is the future of GV 
we don’t want to mix up these 2 issues. 
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Feb. 22 Circle meeting GV/Cincinnati region cont’d 
 

Quianita added, third problem to Megs, where is the Grail going?   don’t mix up the 
circle (members) and the triangle (decision makers with member inout). 
 
Break (short) 
 
Imagination Exercise  questions by Carol Webb 
1what did we decide todo with the tillable pasture land? 
2. Who is now responsible for the land 
3.Do we keep some land? 
4How/why do we make use of land if answer yes. 
5.do we use any buildings  yes or no 
b which ones 
c  how do we use them 
d other ways to use buildings 
 
6. do we keep some buildings? 
7. Which ones 
8. How are those buildings utilized now 
9. there was a residency program developed at GV, what was it? 
10. Who are the participentin this residency program 
11. how many particpiants 
12. who are they 
13. how many people to staff  
14. 14.where do they come from 
15. A group of Grail members came up with three viable programs, whagt are they 
16. What role did grail members play in th transition 
17. what resources does the grail commit to this 
18. what resources could you commit 
 
Imagination feedback to above questions 
sell to like minded people 
organic pasterage 
playgrounds/park 
goatfarm 
heifer international 
how to do organic food production and training 
sustainability center 
pass on to responsible stewards 
partner with people who can do any of the above 
leasing to young farmers 
animal husbandry 
 
2  others, small amount us 
professionally trained people 
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Feb. 22 Circle meeting GV/Cincinnati region cont’d 
 

grail with others 
new entity made up of different organizations with the Grail as one of those 
 
3. 
Yes-10 
 
In between- 18 
 
No--6 
 
minimally 
 
Quanita- if we don’t know who we are, how can we do this 
 
5.  Do we still want to want to run a conference center  Yes 8 No 17 
6.  
b. partner with other organizations to run a conference a conference center 
yeas-8 people 
 
c. did we do something esle? 
education center 
battered women’s shelter 
cut our losses by leasing spances 
partnership for other activity 
sold it, all of it 
living history museum 
partnerships with loveland city community clermont 
made a business plan.  do something great, help others.  revenue problem, business 
incubator 
Internships for organic farming, education piece 
 
6. 
 
Do we keep some buildings? 
Oratory  
Feb. 22 Circle meeting GV/Cincinnati region  
 
North side of the road, own 
oriens take down 
 
Oratory Ark and Tidings  Grail together in these buildings 
 
9. 
pray and land 
women and children healing center 
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sustainibility 
cultural and spiritual center connecting with the arts 
 
establish shangri la as first firefly sanctuary 
establish pilgramiges on GV land 
seed saving and exchange, women who will follow these programs 
artists in residence sabbatical opportunity, will over talents 
Bar 
 
Small Groups 
Mine,  
 
 
Feedback in the Large groups 
 
 
Smaller dynamic Grail Center 
lebe, quinita, joy, nina, claudia, ginny, deters pam, marion, wendy jan, beth M., loretta, 
terri carter, lenie, deborah, Emily synder, Mary Kay delgado, julia almagauer, bonnie, 
ingrid pam hall fran martin 
 
#1 maintain a physical home place where The Grail can be together at Grailville 
#2 home is smaller dynamic grail center 
#3 reducing our footprint according to our mission and values 
#4 the Grail has to serve grailville its a burden 
#5 don’t want to use our cash assets fro short trm goals, short term fix. 
 
Grioup #2  martha, jean, becky marylu terry debora theresa(explorer) 
 
Sustainable agriculture at GV 
we have this resource of this land, part of our mission is agriculture 
looking at permaculture as design principals 
long term farmers 
long term resident group 
no agriculture precludes other uses like usinf oratory for spirituality 
different university programs around agriculture 
2. UC students working on proposals for land and building use 
different options for renovation etc. 
one group looking at agriculture and farming 
now and GA 
Input be brought into the process, not be left out. 
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Feb. 22 Circle meeting GV/Cincinnati region cont’d 
 

Group#3 
Ann Mercier, Pat Dolan and Meg Bruck? 
questions- how do answer the question who are we as Grail? 
in the context of Grailvillle-what is Grailville for 
is ther anything the Grailville can offer at GV that is totslly unique. 
If we focus on our mission as grail and we didn’t have Grailville, would we go looking for 
a place like GV? 
 
Are we experts in farming, adminisratation, green people, etc.... 
put our money into an endowment, to help others we manage the endowment 
figuring out who we are as Grail w/o the responsible of the land and buildings 
 
Sell the south side, keep the north side, mothball it till we know what we need to do. 
 
 
Grailville 2017 Cincinnati Regional Meeting Notes        

February 23, 2014 

Meg Bruck 

 

Attendees: 

Joyce Minkler 

Peggy Goederer 

Deborah Sullivan 

Anne Mercier 

Terry Marshall 

Emily Snyder 

Debora Schak 

Meg Bruck 

Lenie Schaareman 

Julis Almagauer  (part-time) 

Terri Carter 

Loretta Rokey 

Frances Martin 

Beth Murphy 

Mary Lu Lageman 

Becky Hill 

Jan Weinkam 

Pam Hall (explorer) 

Nina Naberhaus 

Jean Wilson 

Al Dougan 

Pat Dolan 

Martha Heidkamp 

Joy France 

Wendy Budzynski 

Marian Schwab 

Theresa Chupp (explorer) 

Virginia Deters 

Bonnie Hendricks 

Caludia Yamasue 

Ingrid Farnham 

Quanita Munday 

Lebe Robinson 

Mary Kay DelGado (part-

time)

 

Caveat from this notetaker:  I wrote down lots of comments from individual speakers, unedited for 

accuracy, for degree to which anyone else agreed or disagreed with them. So this is a record of some 

things some people said, not necessarily “what members think” or don’t think. 

 

1.  Joyce gave agenda overview and introductory remarks 

2. “A Look at the Facts” 

Wendy summarized an analysis of the financial facts Mary Farrell provided, cross-referenced 

with the budget approved for 2014 pulished by the National office. Bottom line: there is not 

enough $ in the reserves to cover the projected deficits for Grailville and the national Grail   
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combined. The reserves are short about $7000 to cover approved expenses, and that’s only if 

Grailville (and National) hit their income targets and don’t incur higher than expected expenses 

(e.g. for utilities this winter). If GV and the natl Grail spend what they are authorized by this yr’s 

budget to spend, there will be a $7000 “deficit” in the reserves by the end of this year. Cornwall 

would have to have a balanced budget in 2015 to avoid emptying its reserve fund.  This analysis 

assumes that the GV Endowment and Health and Welfare funds are restricted and cannot be 

used for purposes other than those previously authorized. Theoretically  land could be sold to 

cover current costs, but members may not approve such a sale, and the sale may not occur in 

time to pay obligations when they are due.  A letter has been sent to the Grail Board of Trustees 

recommending that the Board preserve a certain percentage of the existing reserve funds and 

cut spending immediately to achieve the goal of asset preservation. Wendy is willing to provide 

financial scenarios for them to consider to achieve the necessary cuts and protect the reserves. 

The Board will have to take action within 30-60 days if Grail assets are to be protected.  

 

Responses: It was helpful to receive a copy of this letter.  It interprets the financial facts and is 

enlightening. I hope you share it with everyone.  We will publish it. How are we funding the 

deficit? By drawing down from the reserves. But now we don’t have enough to cover costs.  

Deciding to cut expenses immediately is difficult: these decisions affect people’s livelihoods.  But 

it has to be done: it’s a fact that we aren’t able to cover all the expenses approved in the 

budget.  How have past deficits been covered?  Transfers from reserves, which have now been 

seriously depleted. The Movement Bldg scenario authorized investments made by drawing 

down the reserves, but that ended after 5 years. There may be other insights, other questions 

about the financial facts from others who are looking at them. We were operating with deficits 

before the Movement Building scenario for a few years at least. What’s the difference now?  

Back then we still had reserves to draw from to cover the expenses. Now we don’t.  Who is the 

Bd of Trustees? The Board of Trustees is the decision-making group required to exist for us to be 

incorporated in the state of Ohio, with final legal responsibility for the Grail. It consists of the 

Grail members elected to Council and does not include the ex-officio member of Council, the 

Director of the national Grail. 

 

Oriens and Pneuma are not in use, but we’re paying for their existence. There are expenses that 

are attached to owning property and to operating a non-profit (whether operations are 

happening or not).  Saw a # from National office that “mothballing” GV would cost $84,000/ yr 

regardless of what we’re using it for, e.g. the cost of heating empty buildings.  GV has 

endowment income of some $45,000—so “deficit” of $30,000 would exist if GV is mothballed.   

 

Has there been an evaluation of the Movement-Bldg scenario? If so, what did we learn from 

that so we don’t repeat mistakes, are strategic about what we do next?  The business meetings 

last fall were an attempt to do that –was that effective?  Our region did not complete that: did 

others?  The Think Tank in PA concluded that the Movement Building scenario was not 100% 

successful: we’ve stabilized the # of Grail members. Outreach brought in some of the members 

present today.  But new members have not affected the finances as hoped: have not brought in 

more money.  Part of the Scenario was to uphold the work of the Centers. Now the Centers are 

re-looking at that. We are starting with GV planning as a national work at this meeting.  
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Is there an evaluation of the cost of maintenance of each building and what each brings in on 

the website?  Not on the website.  You can ask Noreen.  Why would Noreen be providing GV 

info?  Can go to Terrie Puckett for it if you like.  All the financial info is integrated now, so you 

can get any financial info from Noreen thru Tracy.  Direct costs related to each building are 

tracked, but indirect ones (such as staff salaries) are not. Caution: let’s not all call the office for 

info.  Data-mining will not reveal a plan for GV.   

 

Time flies faster than the money comes in.  Budget projections have been too optimistic. Recent 

staff turnover a challenge.  The Grail does not react quickly.  This is a difficult situation, and 

members should be forgiving.  Council not sure that Council has the authority. Do we have the 

authority? There are always going to be criticisms of the Council and we are told we have to go 

to the whole membership.  Everyone has good intentions but the situation is difficult. Who 

makes the decisions? Council, right?  What goes to GA?  Recommendations go to GA for 

discussion, but not a final decisoin.  Only land sale must be voted on by members.  Short of 

micromanagement, Council is clear it has final responsibility to make decisions.  This is a critical 

situation. GA not till June. If it was my budget, I’d take action now.  I personally give permission 

to Council to make these decisions.  Clarification: there are 2 topics, first, the immediate crisis re 

protection of assets and second, GV’s future.  And a third topic is the budget of the National 

Grail. The decision timeframes are different for each. Can’t wait on the first one (and the 3rd 

one): we don’t have enough money in reserves to pay the bills, and reserves need to be 

protected to pay ongoing bills.  Need to act in next 30 to 60 days to protect the reserves and 

figure out how we are going to cover necessary expenses. Grailville’s future and the future of 

the national office is affected by the budget crisis; our options are fewer if we end up emptying 

the reserves and selling land to pay current bills. But other decisions about GV’s future can take 

longer.   

 

Members are circles, and what circles do is care. The triangle has to decide. Circles are not 

triangles.  

 

There is more financial info to share, but not time in this meeting.  Suggests another regional 

meeting on this topic. 

  

3.  Responses to questions answered privately shared in large group [Notetaker: sorry, please 

cross-reference these answers with the questions!] 

1) Tillable earth/ pasture land: Sell to like-minded people; grow things; some conservation; 

Heifer Intl; training organic farmers; trails; animal husbandry; goat farm; playgrounds; 

sustainability ctr; partner w/ people who can do any of the above; leasing to young farmers; 

pass on to responsible stewards 

2)  New owners; Grail  w/ partners; Small amount “us”, otherwise, others; professionally-

trained people; Grail owns and sets policy parameters, others operate w/ hands off from 

Grail; new entity made up of various orgs. of which the Grail is one; lease agreements w/ 

sustainable practices defined; land overseers appointed by Grail implementing plan    
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3) Yes 10, No 6, In between 17 

Who are we as the Grail?  We don’t know who we are individually, our strengths, our passions. 

We can’t realistically plan for others, only for ourselves. That will be addressed in followup: 

who’s passionate about what? Who’s willing to be responsible?  

4)  … 

5) Run a conference center 8 ;  No conference center 17 ;  Partner w/ other grps 8  (What is a 

“partner?” Will need to define if we go in this direction.)  “What else entirely”’?  An 

education center, a center for sustainability, a YWCA Battered Women’s Shelter, a 

Meditation Center, leased bldgs. to others while we get our act together,  bldg a center for a 

particular activity that’s compatible with our values,  sold it,  partnerships with people of 

Loveland/ Clermont County, considered what we need to know to be successful-- then 

wrote a business plan and succeeded in bringing in revenue and then helped others who 

want to learn how to operate a business, residential piece for farm interns (w/ or w/o a 

conference center) 

6) Do we keep some bldgs.?  Individuals started listing:  Oratory, St. Brigid’s.  House of Joy .  

Who is invested in the north side of the road? (about 16).  What could we let go of w/ least 

angst? Oriens and Hilary seemed to be consensus.  Also mentioned: Pneuma, Modicum, 

Tidings, Dining Room.  There’s a difference between being Grail together in the buildings vs. 

running a business in them. 

9)   Theme/ focus of residential program: work and prayer in connection w/ land, spiritual 

deepening; women and children healing center and community living; sole focus: sustainabiltiy 

and care of the earth (New Story) relating to each other in positive harmonious ways; cultural 

center with arts and land-based spirituality as its core. Some don’t believe in viability of any 

residential program, but went with the premise of the question anyway, even though they don’t 

believe in it.  So these responses should be interpreted in that light. Maybe need to ask do we 

sell all, sell some, or not sell. 

15) What 3 Grail projects? 

Food production and training w/ residential component; meditation and other things in Oratory 

(prayer, celebration); resource center for intl exchange (Grail and nonGrail; some programming 

around spirituality or the land; tuition and credit programs for students; arts-based classes for 

children of different age-groups; ShangriLa as the first firefly sanctuary in the US; pilgrimages on 

Grai land; feed local poor w/ local food; seed-saving facility: organize seed supply to send to 

developing countries, trg women to go overseas w/ those seeds. Artist-in- residence sabbatical 

center, e.g., writing music and offering talents while here; a microbrewery w/ hops grown here 

Next time period introduced as reflection w/ like-minded people in small groups. What are the 

themes? What would you propose as next steps to explore as a possibility for GV? 

4.   Group#3  Consider selling all of GV 

Anne Mercier, Pat Dolan, Alice Dougan, Meg Bruck 

What is the need for the Grail to do things at GV now that other groups are not doing? Who are 

we as Grail and what is the Grail for? Specifically what is Grailville for?  We were around when  
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they sold Grail houses in Brooklyn and elsewhere when they were no longer needed. How does 

continuing to own GV relate to the overall mission of the Grail?  How is GV serving the Grail? 

Keeping GV is not realistic. We can talk forever about people coming from overseas or having 

sustainability centers. We just talk.  There are other farms like these… Genesis Farm and others. 

Surprised that Genesis Farm has ceased operations because others are doing what they were 

and they can’t compete, are no longer financially sustainable. They also decided not to hire a 

new director and to mothball and take time to think and plan. We don’t have to do these things. 

Is there anything that the Grail could offer at GV that is NOT being offered somewhere else? 

What do we have to offer that’s unique? We’re finished w/ overseas training. We have no 

farmers, or farm managers. We are not experts in yoga or meditation. What’s our mission as the 

Grail these days? Do we need these deteriorating bldgs./ this land to advance the mission?  

What does the Grail need this property for? Is there a need for us to do agriculture as the Grail?  

Food and agriculture are burning political issues the Grail cares about passionately.  Is our role 

to be advocates for food justice rather than trying to operate a farm? We should just sell it to 

someone else: a network or group who has an “eco-mission” to farm the land and knows how to 

do it. Then we can find others who share our concern for these causes and advance our passion 

for justice without worrying about managing the land.  Hire a realtor and sell it. We aren’t 

experts in any of these things – stop trying.  When we stop trying to operate GV we will be left 

with the existential question: who are we as Grail now?  Who are we as Grail without Grailville?  

It will be liberating. We won’t have this property as a heavy burden on our backs. What are we 

called to do, to be as Grail? We can’t/ won’t answer this question if we still put so much energy 

into supporting the land/ bldgs. of GV. If people aren’t ready to let go, sell the south side, hold 

on to the north, but mothball it and don’t invest a lot of time and money into it until we have 

really grappled with this question of who we really are/ are not.  We are all of a certain 

generation (well, 2 generations actually).  We, the oldest generation, share this response. We 

wonder what the new people will think. They want to do some of the things we did in the past, 

but will they do what we did to make it possible, to actually support it? The north side is not 

cheap. Will people realistically do what is necessary to maintain it? So imagine that we’ve sold 

the south side. We are now meeting in the Ark: what are we going to do now? Should we as the 

elders even say what we should do? As Grail we in this group are personally attached to an 

international focus, to our spiritual dimension, and to our call as ordinary lay people who have 

as much “truth” as anyone else and the power to effect radical change.  Joan Overboss always 

said that Grailville is not the Grail. She said we should be careful not to turn GV into a super 

YWCA. And van Ginneken said the Grail should be ended in 70 years (or was it 75?) and GV is 

now 70 yrs old. 

5. Sorry, this notetaker did not take notes on the report-back to the large group from groups 1 and 

2. 

 

6. Wrap-up remarks re next steps.  Who will make what decisions when? Groups will have to work 

hard to come up with realistic proposals by June GA. Facilitators will propose workgroups and 

roles for volunteers between now and GA. Those proposals will go to GA for discussion. A vote 

on which proposal to recommend to Council will be held after the GA. Council has to make final 

decision.  The Council does not automatically approve what members recommend.  They always  
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have responsibility to question the validity, the viability of any decision they are asked to make.  

They have specialized knowledge and a different perspective from members at large which they 

have to use to make a decision for which they alone are accountable. Council can consult with 

members about their concerns about any recommended proposal they receive, a proposal can 

be refined or changed again, and then Council will have to make the final decisions based on 

what they believe is best for the Grail. 

 
Cincinnati Region – February 2014 (Report 4) 
 
On Mon, Feb 24, 2014 at 8:26 PM, Claudia Yamasue <cyamagrail@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Joyce, 
Thanks so much for facilitating today.  I am writing to you some final thoughts to summarize my 
perspective on Grailville and the Grail.  I feel like a voice crying out in the wilderness when I 
bring up business concepts, but I believe it helps to see things through objective eyes.  In that 
vein, I feel strongly that our organization is lacking that kind of thinking and would benefit 
strongly from outside financial consulting.   The financial crisis at Grailville has been years in 
the making and I see no fundamental changes being proposed that would help Grailville avoid 
another financial crisis down the road.  It seems complicated when we talk about all the facets of 
the Grail and Grailville, but it still comes down to a balance between income and expenses.  
 
Conversations about expenses always seem to focus on property, but staff is a huge expense too, 
and has to be addressed at some point.  A small business would love to have the kind of staff that 
works at Grailville and in the Grail National Office.  The reality though is that these are not 
revenue generating entities and not even break-even entities, which they need to be.  It has been 
surprising to me to watch staff increase without revenue increasing.  I understand capital 
investments which are expected to provide a Return On Investment at a future date, and I am 
sure that was the intention years ago.  It is unfortunate that the returns did not pan out to the 
degree hoped.  It is also unfortunate that our country went through the worst financial crisis since 
the depression just a few years ago.  The impact of that event is still being felt throughout our 
economy.  In light of everything we know now, I believe that the Grail needs to admit that we 
are not good at financial planning, budgeting, etc. and look for people that are good at these 
things.  There are people who are very good at turning failing organizations around, but they can 
only do it when the people are humble enough to admit they could not do it themselves. 
 
I don't expect my few words here to change anything since I am outnumbered on these issues.  It 
is sad that women who have done so much in the world, inspired so many, loved so many, could 
have the place they have called home for 70 years ripped away from them.  I myself feel the loss 
already.  If on the other side of it there is Grail work for us to return to and do together, that is 
great.  I hope so.  But I feel that the place of the Grail, at Grailville, is more important, more 
sacred, more central to the Grail than anyone realizes.  No one likes financial crises and I know it 
has led to rash ideas.  Again, the Grail membership in Cincinnati does not seem to possess any 
new thinking on these matters or have ideas that actually generate income, and frankly, it may be 
too late for new ideas anyway.  But if there is a shred of hope, I recommend outside consulting to 
get an objective perspective on what to do next. 
 
Thanks so much, 
Claudia Yamasue 
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Elizabeth Robinson Notes on her breakout group at the meeting 
Cincy Grail Circle Feb 23, 2014 
 
We broke into smaller groups after doing an imagining exercise based on 
Carol Webb's questions.  There ended up being 3 groups which seemed to 
have variations on commonly expressed themes. 
 
I was in the largest group with about 27 people.   The original impetus 
spoken for our group  was a smaller GRAIL center based on spirituality and 
the land and those connections (paraphrased) possibly based on the 
Oratory (North) side of the road with just a few buildings on that side. 
 
The other 2 groups were smaller 4-7 people in each group.  One focusing 
on use of the land which is in our mission and vision, permaculture etc, not 
precluding other Grail activity, probably not selling land. Long term farmers, 
resident group(there is of course more).   
The other, smallest, wanted to entertain the thought of selling everything 
and how that would free The Grail to do other good work. (again much 
more and some of it radical but compelling)  They also backed off a little 
within their group and also thought maybe just keeping the Oratory side. 
 
 
Here are some paraphrased things that came out of that group that I was 
in.  There were things from the other groups like good productive ag. use of 
the land, resident group that also resonated with our group members.  
 
The Grail in cincy needs a home place at GV.  We envision a much smaller 
dynamic GRAIL center at GV 
reducing our footprint according to our mission and values. 
 
Right now the Grail is serving GV (as in present operations, retreat center 
etc..),  We felt this is upside down.   It should be Grailville serving the 
Grail so the Grail can serve the world.  Most ,including myself,  felt that we 
should not be running a retreat and conference Center at all or at least in 
its present money draining form.   
 
We do not want our assets money or land used to solve short term 
problems/fixes.  We want strategic long term thinking whether or not that 
includes , selling, partnering, donating, leasing etc.  It was also raised we 
do not want our assets used to cover operational deficits. 
 
Other than the much smaller area/buildings needed for a Cincy Grail 
Center we could see combinations of partnership, mothballing, selling, 
donating etc  BUT we want it used for something good. 
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other stuff …..in our group 
 
There was a comment made to the whole group, that currently the 
operations of Grailville suppresses (not on purpose) the Grail at Grailville.  I 
thought this was a very brave statement but struck a chord with me and 
others as accurate.   
   
I and others understanding the need for income streams... have pondered 
that operational things run in the hopes of benefiting the Grail like the 
current retreat and program center at GV or new ideas that may come up - 
 need to be able to operate in a less entangled more business like way - 
separated from the workings of a non profit Grail Center.  
 
I would like to investigate operationally and financially it would take to run a 
much smaller, maybe Oratory side of the road only Cincy Grail Center.   
When asked as a large group what building do you see saved most 
people saw at least some buildings saved and the Oratory is what I heard 
echoed most. 
 
I also told the group that for many years,as much as I love GV, and have 
spent a lot of energy on it - it has felt more like the burden end of the 
equation is taking up a greater amount of space/energy.  I look out 
my window of my home and think what are we going to do/what is the best 
use of this beautiful gift of a  place?  I want this place I love and live next 
door too - reconstructed in a new exciting dynamic way that benefits the 
Grail and others.   I feel the possibilities and the realities. I want to get to 
that new place. 
 
Feedback from each group was given to the group as a whole. 
 
There was time at the beginning of our meeting that Wendy shared some of 
the pressing financial findings of Meg and her and of the group that met in 
Cincy.  I think this was very helpful…and now besides the board the letter 
has gone to the list serv.  
Lebe Robinson 
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Report on Colorado Regional Meeting 
Beth Wasmer and Judith Blackburn 
February 17, 2014 
  
Questions we had in response to the materials sent: 
  
• Is there a newer Grailville budget with 30% across-the-board cuts? Is that even enough cuts to 
stop the out go. Do we need to act much more quickly and decisively?  
• Is the National Budget for 2014 on the website?  (We couldn’t find it) 
• Why has there been no major fund-raising effort in the past 5 years? 
• Have there been newsletters sent to former donors in recent years? (We haven’t seen them, if 
so) and have heard from some that they have not heard anything from the Grail 
• Historically speaking, our understanding was the conversions of centers to conference 
centers/retreat centers was undertaken as a temporary fix.  
• How do we avoid coming up with some “new fix” that avoids making the hard decisions? 
• Is running retreat centers our mission ? we think not  
• Have the times changed while we haven’t? 
• If it were the family farm and the children didn’t want to work it, wouldn’t we sell it? 
• Is there data that would be useful regarding the ages of Grail members and the numbers of new 
members over the past five years , that would show that we no longer engage young women 
upon which so much of the Grail,s past vision has been based. time for a new vision 
• How do we stay positive and acknowledge the financial situation now and move to responsibly, 
creatively and decisively act to preserve the Grail s base financial needs. 
  
After doing the creative visualization: 
  
1 & 2.  What did we do with the land and pasture?  Leased it or sold it to another nonprofit 
dedicated to organic farming.  Or just sold it . 
3 & 4.  The Grail is no longer responsible. 
5. The Grail would no longer run a conference center, but would hold large meetings elsewhere. 
6. Two options on buildings: 

a. Lease or sell them with the land or 
b. Keep the land and buildings on the Oratory side of the road 

7. If option a, continue renovating the Oratory, sell Tidings, dismantle the Ark, and build a 
multipurpose building for offices (a much smaller administration), meeting rooms, dining hall, 
and possibly some lodging spaces with a major fund-raising drive and $$$ from leasing/sale of 
land & not spent on status quo. 
8. No residency program, small operating staff, local Grail programming with overnight 
participants staying elsewhere; Oratory used for weddings, funerals, and special events for 
nostalgia’s sake. 
•9 – 13. No ongoing thematic program needing staff and participants. 
•14. Three projects a new team nurtures: 

a. Circle gatherings of various sorts: reunions (SAG, WTF, etc.), interest groups, regional 
gatherings held around the country in other conference/retreat centers 
b. Web-based or conference-call educational events & trainings & discussion groups 
c. Residency Programs co-sponsored with like-minded nonprofits (andtheir members or 
staff), including International Grail exchanges. 

15.  Roles played by Grail women during transition: 
• Researching potential groups to lease or buy the land 
• Negotiating real estate deals 
• Organizing “letting go” commemorations 
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Report on Colorado Regional Meeting cont’d 
 

• Honoring staff & volunteers who have kept the Grail & Grailville going 
• Continuing roles on Council & its committees, regional contact people, archives 
preparation, etc. 
• Planning Teams for the three emerging projects 
• Participation in one or all of the three projects 

16. Resources committed: We’ll have to spend money in dismantling responsibly, up to the 
amount of reserves that would go toward deficit funding if we continued the way we are.  We’ll 
need staff (perhaps recruited from present staff) & volunteers as well as money even as we move 
toward divesting. 
17. What roles Beth & Judith would play: 

• Beth would continue hosting regional meetings and gatherings around the theme of art 
or in Boulder around CU’s yearly International Forum 
• Judith would research conference centers and lodgings where Grail gatherings could 
occur and could serve on a planning team for one of the three projects 

18.  See above for use of funds 
  

Just so you know we sent our musings with the questions and visualization to at least six other 
Grail women in our SW region . No response yet . Our selfie  
 
A poem that I wrote ...... 
 
After the Grail s future fills my head  
Between Judith's omelet and my French pressed coffee 

We reconsider selling it all and becoming a support group 

An ethereal Grail that meets on line and then  

Where is our physicality ?  

do we exist?  

what do we do ? My head screams  

My heart wants to put my hands in the earth of Grailville  

They want to build the perfect co operative community  

And live in peace with animal, plants ,earth and two leggeds 

Only our reality tells part of me to take a bigger leap  

Cut loose of what anchors us to an ending not of our choosing  

Spring free and become the next..... Listen we can hear it calling  

Listen  it pulls us to a new energy, life and giving of ourselves.... 

Listen ..... 
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Report on Colorado Regional Meeting cont’d 

 

                        

 
 
 

Notes from Grail meeting on Grailville – February 11, 2014 
At Cornwall 

(prepared by Simonetta Romano) 
 
(Present: Cindy Cheyne, Natasha Mercado, Jackie Murray, Mary Ann Neuman, Rita Ponessa, 
Simonetta Romano, Sharon Thomson (facilitator) 
 
After a brief introduction and a time for centering, Sharon gave an overview on Grailville and its 
history, answering questions for clarification emerging in the group.  
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Notes from Grail meeting on Grailville – February 11, 2014 At Cornwall cont’d 
 

It is important to notice that only two of the Grail members present at this meeting (Sharon and 
Simonetta) are actually familiar with Grailville and have some attachment to it, having more 
than a few years of their Grail work at that center. None of the other Grail members – all of 
them pretty new - has ever traveled to Grailville, which is generally perceived as a sort of 
mythical place, with historical significance, but not a concrete presence in their Grail life.  
 
After reading the papers sent by the team, we discussed the facts presented, and the following 
questions arose in our group:  
 What is causing the major staff to leave?  
 Is this crisis a money crisis or is there something beyond the money that doesn’t allow 

Grailville to prosper? 
 How healthy and functional are the personal dynamics among the people involved with 

Grailville work, Grail and non-Grail members? 
 How strong is the Grail community at Grailville? 
 Are we management heavy? Particularly as regards the national office…is it worth it?  
 The national office seems to be working more for supporting Grailville and the 

Cincinnati region than the rest of the movement, particularly as regards the 
membership development office: couldn’t we use the money allocated for that office for 
covering part of Grailville deficit instead? 

 Does the national office need to be located at Grailville?  
 Is it time to downsize? 

 
Questions the group would like to have an answer to: 
 In 2014 where is the money coming from for covering both Grailville and the national 

office deficit? The numbers from the portfolios don’t add up… 
 Has the Grail looked for a different broker to try getting better investments? 
 Have we seen any programs come out to increase Grail membership? Have we seen an 

increase in membership because of the work at the national office? 
 Where is the scholarship portfolio? 
 The interim director of Grailville is presently the national director: isn’t there a conflict 

of interest?  
 How many qualified elders are supported and will be supported in the future? Is the 

money in the Health and Welfare Fund enough? 
 Are leases of the land at GV at the going rate? Market value?  

 
The guided imagination, which was not an easy activity for those who didn’t have any real 
relation with Grailville and no concrete picture of it in mind, led to the following ideas:  
 
 Before dreaming of any future Grailville needs to be in a more stable position, both 

financially and as a community. In order to achieve this goal it is suggested to:  
o Create a unified regional community for the purpose of discerning and 

deciding what to do with the property. A real community of inspiration and 
discernment. People should go down together to the soul level before 
making any decision on the future 

o Close down the retreat center in 2015 – after all present commitments to 
clients are satisfied 
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Notes from Grail meeting on Grailville – February 11, 2014 At Cornwall cont’d  

 

o Develop an austerity budget, making financial, staff, governance changes to 
“stop the bleeding” 

o Hold on to the land, which needs to be protected. If selling part of the land is 
needed, before we do it, it should be made clear what the money is going to 
be used for. Land should be sold only to invest in a new project, not for 
continuing on the same road and cover the deficit 

o Tear down all the buildings that are not in good shape and would cost too 
much to repair 

o Eliminate anything unproductive, including the retreat center 
o Retreat center could be rebuilt in the future, with new, sustainable buildings, 

using money from land sale, if this will be the emerging vision 
o There is no reason for keeping a Grail center with no Grail members leading 

it…no matter what is going on in 2017 Grailville should be under Grail 
leadership, or let it go. 
 

 Grailville could continue its history of organic farming and rural conservation  
o focusing on food production, environmental educational project and 

programs  
o operating as a sustainable business 
o teaming up with people who can use the land productively, such as young 

people in environmental agribusiness 
o becoming a learning center for other young people who want to grow their 

own food, and need to know how to do it 
o Grail members would be part of the board of directors and or part of the 

staff, according to their competencies 
o Specialized staff could be hired for farming etc. The Grail would oversee the 

whole (example of Glynwood Center in Cold Springs, NY, 
(www.glynwood.org) which operate as a farm and as a non-profit dedicated 
to support local farming.) 

o The house of Joy will be kept as a museum dedicated to Grail women and 
their work 

 
All members of our Grail group, although certainly interested in sustaining a Grail center 
dedicated to environmental sustainability and organic farming, feel that their present 
commitment to the Grail center in Cornwall, which also needs a lot of work for going into the 
future, doesn’t leave energy for committing to any more work related to Grailville’s future. 
 
If Grailville would focus as an environmental/sustainable farm/educational center, Cindy 
Cheyne would offer help with organizing youth groups traveling to the center for a learning 
experience. 

 
Simonetta offered to get more information on Glynwood Center, which seems to be 
successfully operating as a farm, and to provide this information when and if needed. 
 
Final reflections:  
The Grailville financial overview prepared for the meeting was very useful and allowed us to 
think not only to Grailville, but to the Grail in general. Grailville’s financial situation  
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Notes from Grail meeting on Grailville – February 11, 2014 At Cornwall cont’d  
 cannot be isolated from the rest of the Grail’s overall financial crisis. Things need to be 

looked at as a whole, and what to do with what is left in the portfolios should be 
evaluated in light of the overall situation and considering where we see something 
growing.   

 The concept of Membership needs to be completely reconsidered for supporting the 
centers…maybe different levels of membership? 

 Might the National Office be more effective if it were located in the 
East/NYC/Cornwall....more accessible to other parts of the country and to the 
international Grail? 

 One thing that was immediately noticed at the beginning of the meeting was the 
“heaviness” of the national office, which has a huge deficit as well. We recognized the 
need for some central coordination and careful administration of Grail activities and 
organization, but we wondered if this is not the time for evaluating the outcome of such 
a heavy investment, and deciding what is actually needed and what could be let go. Do 
we need to re-think and re-structure the national office? We do hope that there will be 
time for such an assessment at the GA. 

 
 
Dayton Meeting 
February 26, 2014 
Present: Rose Mary Clark, Virginia Deters, Ellen Duell, Pam Hall, Susan Tritten 
Input from Barbara Gibbons 
 
We mainly discussed Grailville. Ginny and Pam gave us a report on the Cincinnati region meeting about 
Grailville. 
 
We are assuming that the majority of the deficit is related to the retreat center---staff and upkeep of 
buildings. For years we have tried to make the retreat center at least pay for itself, but we are assuming 
that it still does not or does not bring in income. Related to this is the condition of the buildings. The 
majority of them are not safe for the members and guests the come to Grailville in structure and 
environment. For the most part they are not “green” therefore not in line with our mission statement.  
 
We do not see that keeping the retreat center open is a viable option. The sooner it is closed the better. 
Maintaining the buildings is not a problem as for the most part they should be torn down. 
 
As to the future of Grailville we all feel it is necessary to keep at least a part of it. Several years ago when 
Dutch Grail sisters from the Netherlands came for Holy Week, they said their afterthought was that 
selling the Tildenburg was a bad idea.   
 
We need to decide how we want to use Grailville in the future and then consider selling some of the 
land to finance housing, perhaps near the Oratory as we all agree that, along with the cemetery, is the 
heart of GV. One member feels we need to discuss who we are before making any decisions. Others feel 
comfortable that our mission statement answers that question.  
 
Also: Can we increase revenue by selling products from the land?  Look to Trappists as example. What 
skills can we market? Who is available to do this? We need Grail sisters living in community on the 
property and nearby. 
 
P.S. Some of us are concerned that some newer members refer to the Grail as an organization rather 
than a movement. This is a shift in mindset. 
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Michigan Grail (Notes submitted by Mary Coyle) 

February 23, 2014 

Shirley Beaupre, Mary Therese Coyle, Judy Markle, Ann  Steffy, Linda Schumacher 

(friend of Ann) were present.  Patricia Wilkerson, the chaperone that we are 

sending to CSW, joined us for supper. 

Lynn Louchart-Keifer, Mary Clifford and Mary Hughes were not able to attend. 

Copies of the material were sent to Mary H. and Mary C. so that they may add 

their comments. 

All enjoyed hearing the piece by April. Judy  ( our scribe) took notes of our 

discussion prompted by the questions . Shirley recalled participating in a 

“dreaming around Grailville” discussion in which she urged the participation with 

the Arbor program and plant many more trees and incorporate a learning 

program with children and connect with the history of the tribes that lived there. 

There was a thought expressed that some group may be interested into buying in 

to run the conference center. There was a question posed about Imago in 

Cincinnati connecting. Linda recommended the site as suitable for a Renaissance 

Festival or reenactment of colonial days. A recommendation of closer connection 

with Loveland was suggested. It was expressed that there is a need for a hub for 

programming for without programming no new members are attracted. A 

suggestion to align with local , organic farmers. Judy suggested connecting with 

the Peace Movement in the area. Judy learned from the MI Stop the Nuclear 

Bombs group that Cincinnati is a “hub” of atom bombs. 

Ann wondered if the concept of the “Eco –village” could be revisited with 

Grailville’s leadership getting partners for Ecovillage. A suggestion that Oriens and 

some land surrounding it could be sold. There was concern expressed about 

uninhabitable buildings 
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GRAIL MEETING 

March 8th, 2014 
At the home of Rosa Ruiz in San Jose, CA 

(Submitted by Maria de Groot) 

 
We gathered on a Saturday morning.  Each of us pretty much had a two & half hour drive, so 
we certainly began with a snack and coffee/tea!!  Present were:  Rosa Ruiz, Emmy Normadin, 
Rosie Hinojos, Ceci Figueroa, Hermine Glaser, Sharon Wood, Monica Thyberg and Liz Jones.  
Included with these comments will be the “voice” of Lea Grundy with whom there was a 
meeting at an earlier date. 
 
We began with a reflection/meditation time.  This was led by Hermine, who read Ruth Gallant’s 
story of the “Wise Women”.  Sharon guided us through a time of each person telling our own 
stories and how our “Grail Work “ is being  expressed.  There were many versions, each valued 
and valuable in their own way.   Nursing, elder care, childcare, pre-natal education, political 
action, meditation, Senior Peer Counseling, hospice training, healthcare advocacy, survival, art 
work, music, knit & crochet, remodeling and art therapy to name a few.  
 
Ria presented a Grail financial overview, giving the summary of the facts as presented by the 
National Grail Council and the Finance team.  Bullet points summarizing our discussion on the 
future of Grailville and the Grail are below. 
 
During our lunch break we honored Elise, remembered Susan Becker and her husband Bill who 
is still struggling with his health, read the invitation for exploring members to  go & experience 
living in Grail Community, this year either in Uganda or Portugal.  We also read and discussed 
Monica Maher’s return e-mail about her work in Ecuador and in Honduras. 
 
The meeting ended with birthday songs for Rosa Ruiz and also for Sharon Wood who will turn 
60 in March.  Hermine gave her reflection.  She also will have a birthday in April! 

 
 
Summary of discussion and questions following Ria's presentation as well as her notes from 
an earlier conversation with Lea Grundy:   
 
Reflections on our history, vision and mission: 
 Grail has always had concerns, but the motive was more centered on vision, spirituality & 

community and less on finance in the Grail!  This has changed over the years:  The Dutch 
influence in 1940’s  (a cousin was there with Ledewyn when she purchased the “Race 
Horse” farm  from Stearns & Foster & another family “Woods”, in April of 1944.  Then the 
1955 group of Grail mostly university women very disciplined in spiritual practice.  1960’s 
Year School trained women…some Peace Corps training,  lots of vision & living in 
community at GV or Grail Centers and these groupings were usually young - highchool 
graduates or university women.  Then there were the Grail Centers,  several of which were 
sold.  Grail Members pursued their individual professional lives and less often lived in 
community and in the meantime became older.   

 Phrases & inspiration that have guided us through out:  “Transforming the World” , "I 
Belong Where I am Needed”. 

 We need to keep on with “Vision” (using our vision statement), but equally  important is 
“Practicality” (including finance & mission statement).  At every moment these two are  
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Northern California Grail Meeting cont’d 

interdependent.  Our focus needs to go back & forth -one to the other, “Vision” and 
“Practicality”.   

 “The Soul of the Grail is “In The Cart”, but hasn’t caught up to the “Horses”..yet (The Grail 
Soul has to catch up!) 

 Again a longing for “Community Living” experience….how can we offer that again in 
different parts of the U.S. given our structure?  This came up because of the recent offer of 
a community living experience being offered in Portugal & in Uganda!! 

 The Grail…as a Movement…is always…again & and again called to “Change”. 
So that the work of “Transforming the World” can continue in this age in this time!! 

 Spirituality must continue to be part of and at the “Center” of our “Grail ”work & lives.  How 
do we help make it be so!  “Soul Work” is my desire in my retirement years as well as a link 
to the international…Grail love of nature, love of beauty…always!  The cosmic view…too is 
so important. Support Earth-Bio-Democracy!!   Many individual Grail members have moved 
me & inspired me. 

 Loving our International Connection…always keeping that component! 
 Grail is one of my “Tribes” helps me not to feel so alienated, so lonely. Grail is  

reinforcement of myself and my values.  The Grail serves as spiritual & human support, we 
need to keep going.  It helps to get renewed.   

 Good if we would increase our connection & improve communication…maybe even to learn 
& use “Skype”.  Not however to replace human contact….just in addition. 

 It’s about community, social justice & spirituality. 
 
 
Ideas for evaluating where we stand now: 
 Important to take note of past history of interest on the endowments & portfolios. 
 Would be good to have an independent non-Grail person do a “cost analysis” of the GV. 

Retreat Center. 
 An independent cost analysis would need to be done before we embark on any one or 

several ventures! 
 
 
Concrete ideas: 
 Set up bread making at Grailville.  This was successful in the past…maybe even grow organic 

wheat!    
 Also like the idea of  making “Garlic Powder".  Garlic is a hardy crop! 
 Should we (Grail members) choose to farm the land ourselves, then let some one farm it 

organically who is passionate about it or a non-Grail member.  Do Farmer’s Markets, 
CSA’s…several.  Important to give those over 70 yrs. a break. 

 Ingrid Farnham’s e-mail letter - quote:  "There are similar stories both local & national of 
non-profit groups who have found financial sustenance through the manufacture of food 
products or other goods."  We have products such as Becky’s quilts, Hermine’s art, Trina’s 
statues, card making, photography by Susan Becker, or Lebe (art cards), art from African 
Grail Centers.  These items could be sold through on-line sales as well as some at locally at 
the GV bookstore.  I am sure we have more artists, musicians, quilters, jelly makers, etc. 
…all as a way of “sustenance”.  This can be done on consignment or a 3 or 4% percent  of 
the profit going to the Grail, the rest to the artist.  

 As programs, possible ideas for Grailville and for Cornwall could include: 
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 sustainable living classes 
 basic organic farming/gardening….composting,  honey production 
 basic canning, quilting, jelly making, bread making, hummus making  
 Jody Grundy’s planting of Trees Project…& teaching about the importance of trees 
 EcoTourism….offer “Olly” Senior learning programs 

 Youth camps in the summer…roughing it!!  In Hodie for high school & college age 
participants.  Two weeks only.  Cover these various sustainable programs, art, dance & 
poetry. 

 This group is not ready for another “Big Work…!  We have done that already with Suzy Price 
& San Jose Center and then the San Jose Affordable Housing Project with the Education and 
Early Education Pre-school Center.  It serves a great local need. 
Now its primarily spiritual renewal. 

 If a goodly percent of our members are over 65 and aging then that tells me, it is not smart 
to do much risk taking.  Actually reducing risk-taking behavior might be what we need to 
consider. 

 Maybe programs in one part of the country…could “travel” and be offered in other 
areas…would need to ask! 

 Regarding Grailville per se….Maybe as a transition strategy, we could rent out most of the 
buildings and some of the pasture land and other acres (except the CSA).  Remodel Pneuma  
for Grail members living there.  Tidings could be used for meetings, programs.   Keep The 
Oratory and a small house nearby - maybe Hilary for meditation.  Also initially keep the 
Office building & Bookstore…for now to keep the face of The Grail.  The bookstore could 
have limited stock and have computer monitor set up with products on line that could be 
sent out.  Coffee Corner always set for Grail hospitality.   

 Invite members to come & live in community at Grailville or Cornwall and  enter into work 
as needed for periods of time, ie:  a weekend,  a week,  for two weeks, for a month, for a 
semester/a quarter.  Would this be at a cost...sliding scale or as a specific work exchange?  
This could be limited to a certain time of the year. 

 Who would come to Grailville?  What would they do?  How would that be sustained? 
 No particular need to continue to hold on to/or own all of Grailville.  However, there is a 

great need to “preserve” the land in a responsible way and to have a responsible transition 
if we choose to do that.  Don't want to see strip malls or suburbs springing forth on this 
land.  That is important!  The land can't defend itself!  My rationale is that we need to save 
our spiritual history and continue to honor our dead and keep the cemetery. 

 Landtrusts could be used or perhaps the Nature Conservancy might like to buy the land and 
hold it in a “green” sustainable way. 

 
Conversation about Grail membership: 
 Question about “levels” of membership or is there now only one level of membership?  

Before it was Nucleus member, exploring member, Friends of the Grail & now we have 
included another status called Emmerita. 

 Ria will forward to exploring member Liz some of the pages of Gumbo that maybe of some 
interest and which expresses the Grail today.  Also include a list of programming around the 
country.  

 Liz Jones continues on her path to exploring the Grail and expressed her desire to become a 
member.  Monica is thinking of re-entering & likes to see vision - embodied. 
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Northwest Circle 

 
Patricia Young  

 

Mar 1 (10 days ago) 
   

 to Cherie, me, Maureen, Maureen, Maureen  
 

 

Dear Mary, Maureen, and Cherie,  
 
I was just getting ready to sit down and further discuss the tentative plan  that Maureen, Cherie 
and I meet in March -- the 20th --  in Seattle to continue our discussion when I received your 
gentle note, Mary.   
Friday afternoon, the 21st Maureen and I sitting in my library visited via skype with Cherie.  I 
took a few notes of our conversation and have the responsibility of getting a draft out -- not done 
yet.   
 
Quite frankly as I have been thinking about it this week with the flurry of messages about the 
dissipation of the Grail reserves and the incredible work of Elise so many years at Grailville, I 
personally believe part of why so little actually gets resolved and a path followed is that there is 
so much intention of including everyone in the discussion/decision making that no lasting 
direction is/can be forged.  
 
At the end of our discussion during which we envisioned donating the land, partnering with 
farmers, selling the land with scenic easements -- we basically reached a concensus that it may 
be time to let Grailville go… it's original purpose of being a year school which worked 
magnificently for  the first 20 to 30 years is no longer viable and all the variations since then 
have not been sufficient to build a continuing lasting solvent program/use.  The money needed to 
fix/restore/rebuild the structures is overwhelming.  The amount energy spent on trying to "save" 
Grailville has been immense and maybe can be directed in new directions. 
 
Ok there it is -- I will still work on a more detailed description of our discussion if requested.  
 
March Gathering:   I could catch a plane and arrive at 1:23 pm in Seattle on Thursday the 20th of 
March and leave Saturday the 22nd at 12:17 pm.  We could spend the first twenty four hours 
together and then I could spend Friday night in Seattle and see my sister in law, my daughter and 
son for dinner… 
 
The wonder and wonderfulness of Grail and Grail women.. I love you 
 
Patricia  
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Phila Grail February Circle notes (Submitted by Maureen Tate) 
February 9, 2014 
 
Present via Skype call:  Theresa Czerwinski, Mary DiVito,  Alexa Kane, Maureen Tate 
 
Grailville Overview 
what is entire budget of Grailville so as to compare to deficit 
Reviewed the role that bequests have played in former years to reduce deficit 
Reviewed that both centers have worked hard to reduce the deficit from the year before but 
deficits remain significant and require us to draw down on investments 
 
Imagine Exercise 
 
A.  The Land Itself 

There was general agreement that the land should remain organic, farmed to the extent possible 
in partnership with others (farmers, ranchers, etc) and the Grail should retain primary control of 
the land.   The idea was raised to undertake consultation with a group like the Nature 
Conservancy regarding options for ongoing residency and use of land with contractual 
agreements with the Nature Conservancy for future conservation and release of ownership.  Is a 
Land Trust, established with like-minded partners, an option? 
 
B.  The Buildings 

Partnerships will be necessary.  If we are doing any programming some building that could be 
used as meeting space will be needed and could continue to be rented 
- we did not see a full large scale conference center as the primary purpose and use.  We rather 
assumed some future use and plan that would allow a place for Grail meetings, gatherings or a 
space for retreats or special programs, spiritual and other.  However, this would be on a smaller 
scale.  Not necessarily requiring the same buildings. 
-  Oratory – generally we imagined keeping 
-  Could we build out a new, beautiful multi-purpose space out from the basement of the 
 Oratory if we decide that we are keeping it and investing funds there? 
-  We accepted that something will need to be sold.  Is it better to keep one side of the road or the 
other so that there is a more integrated campus? 
-  How can planning happen for an orderly transition as some buildings are taken out of 
commission or torn down and others need to stay open for use or other spaces are perhaps 
undergoing construction of a new building. 
-  In 2017 Grailville will look different than it does now.  Maybe some buildings will be gone.  
Maybe something else under construction?  
-  Sell off buildings that no longer are used or serve a Grail mission purpose e.g. Hillary,  Oriens 
and Pneuma 
-  Joy – Could House of Joy be sold or partnered with someone to run as a B&B?  A women’s 
museum?  art museum? 
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Phila Grail February Circle notes cont’d 
 

C)  New residential program 
We all found these questions difficult to respond to.  Some kind of education program was 
imagined in collaboration with a college program that focused on national and international 
issues and use of land. 
 
There could be a small team of resident women who were interested in communal living who 
want to deepen in spirituality, political and environmental issues –  those who come are single, 
widowed, etc interested in communal living 
 
Another model – a residential sabbatical type experience for women in transition (jobs, life 
circumstances, vocation, etc) Communal living would include contemplation, living learning 
together incorporating spirituality, the arts, the land (also working the land)  They would pay as 
others pay who go to other centers for sabbaticals, hermitage periods, spiritual direction.  Staff 
members would be Grail/non Grail resource persons who live on site for short and longer term 
periods as available and predetermined.   Staff could also come via international Grail staff 
exchanges with other centers. 
 
D)  New Grail projects – if there was a lot of new money 

1. Outreach and formation leaders – reaching out to those who want to grow 

2. More of what we are doing now with political and environment issues – keeping 
connections open 

3. Share gift of beauty and land with  vulnerable populations – mentally ill, drug addicted 
would come out GV to experience the land, silence, hospitality, the arts – the Grail would 
serve as hospitality in collaboration with those who do this work in programs in the city 
and region  

4. Would depend on if we had new buildings that were multi-purpose and if there were 
separate rooms, comfortable bathrooms and programs on wholistic spirituality.  No ideas 
that are not realistic… not necessarily new programs but what we do well already in a 
better building situation.  If we got this new money from selling property and knocking 
things down, the new project would use it differently and it would be inviting to people to 
come and spend time there. 

5. Living learning laboratory for contemplation and peace-making 

6. We would  partner with other groups (e.g. colleges, Universities), and give opportunity 
for young people to get out of environment of college with their own staff and Grail staff 
that are national and international) 

 
E)  Our role in the 2017 scenarios 
- We participated in the process, brainstormed what we could contribute – what we can commit 
to is hard now given ages and circumstances 
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- We supported the, we prayed 
-  We personally came into a lot of money and contributed it.  :) 
-  We Pray a lot for GV and ourselves, trying to share ideas, potentially visiting and actually 
embodying meeting with people, assisting or participating in some way for short periods of time 
to be support.    
 
 
Additional Thoughts: 
We have to broaden our base of who wants to live at a Grail center and sustain it. 
If we really had a lot of new money we would upgrade buildings and get serious about selling, 
partnering, do something about condition of buildings.  We don’t have the staff to take care of 
the buildings.   
We really need to think of a whole new dynamic.  We don’t have people clamoring to take up 
responsibility.   
We would put more money into recruiting – advertising to reach out to new people.  Need to 
reach out and get more women interested.   
 
 

Politics & Spirituality Group 2/15/14 
Notes submitted by Tegan Rein 

 
Recommendations from Politics & Spirituality Group on Possible Future Grailville Scenarios,  
2/15/14:   
 
These are multiple scenarios to explore, not one single consensus recommendation.   
 

 US Grail consider making climate justice our primary focus, and organizing use of 
centers around this.  We need a clear vision of what the Grail is and what we want/need 
to do in order for it to survive. One clear focus! (Marian Ronan and Ieva Zadina offered 
to explore this.)  

 Stop running a retreat center, as it is not a viable source of income given our current 
infrastructure.  Look at alternatives even for Grail meetings.   

 We do imagine scenarios based on Grail values, our use of the land, and having a 
community living at Grailville.   

 Research viability of buildings.  Then take down buildings that are unsafe/unviable and 
sell the salvage. 

 Lease some land, do not sell.  We do not want this to go to housing developers, and want 
to maintain control to keep our values present.  Get figures on income from leasing land, 
including from the organization that approached us, and learn more about that 
organization (Deb Sylvestri offered to help on this.)   

 Consider a combination of CSA, Leased land for organic farming, and our own farming.  
Do research on organic farms + who is doing agricultural projects in a viable and ethical  
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way. There may be products that fill a niche-market that can produce income.  (Megan 
Monteleone has offered to explore/ visit farms.)  

 Turn Hodie into a living challenge green building/learning center and land into organic 
farm. Partnership with University of Cincinnati on Hodie project.  Could we look into 
grants for this?   Offer educational credits for training, attracting from local universities 
and international students.  Use international Grail network to draw students.  They 
would pay to participate. Connect the Grail on local, national, and international levels, 
build membership.  Could Cornwall do something similar with SUNY New Paltz or 
Purchase?   

 Build a farming cooperative and co-housing (Cuban model).  Some of the buildings that 
are not up to standards for commercial use could be used as residential buildings.  We 
would do the farming in community.  We want to research places where this works/farms 
that are doing this.  We could have volunteers (students) for 3-6 months.   

 Consider selective harvesting of trees/forest management as we did in Cornwall, for 
income.    

 Create an income-generation and residency program for women in re-entry from prison.  
This provides a place to live, skills and income, and could tap government funding.  
(Brigitte Stark-Merklein and Linda Kolts have offered to explore this.)   

 Learn about other farms/retreat centers on similar paths.  Visit them, find out what they 
are choosing to do.  Consider building a network of such places that can a) share 
strategies and b) perhaps serve as support for social movements working on sustainable 
transitions.  (Carol Barton and Joy Garland have offered to help on this.)   

 Use Grailville as a space for movement building in efforts that link 
sustainability/transitions movement and economic justice movement 
(http://www.thenation.com/article/178242/occupy-climate-justice?page=0,2). Make use 
of our facilities to further our mission/vision of politics and spirituality. (Carol Barton 
and Tegan Rein offered to help explore this.) 
 

Questions we have:   
 What was the plan for the eco village and why didn’t it work? 

 Is it possible to continue dialogue with the organic farm that made an offer in 2013?   

 Is the Grailville endowment all completely restricted, or can we spend some of it 
under circumstances with Council agreement? 

 
Notes from Grailville Future meeting 2/15/14, NYC Politics & Spirituality 
 
Present:  Ieva Zadina, Jackie DiSalvo, Marian Ronan, Megan Monteleone, Carol Skyrm, Emily 
Thomas, Pat Dillon, Tegan Rein, Deborah Sylvestri, Joy Garland, Linda Kolts, Lynn Boyle, 
Carol Barton (13) 
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Agenda:  
• centering 
• reading from Ecclesiastes (Marian) 
• reflection on Grailville (Megan) 
• status of Grailville (Carol S.) 
• Imagine (2017) 
• small groups: prioritizing ideas + coming up with scenarios 
• recommendations to national team followers to follow up + questions we have  
 
- June: General Assembly - assess how 5-year plan has worked 
- The future of Grailville hinges completely on the future of the Grail: our mission, vision, new 
members, etc. 
- P&S Spring Retreat (April 25-27): set aside some time to talk about our agenda for the GA. 
 
“Breathe out what has been, breathe in what may be.” Grailville has been: a “mother house” for 
the Grail, center for artists, community farm, CSA, model for recycling waste/water 
conservation, retreat center, location of various programs 
 
Grailville does not have even $12,000 left for general support. 
- we spent more $ than we took in to generate more income, members, programs 
- no one is currently in charge of fundraising 
- many of the buildings are in bad shape and many things have been breaking down, which 
makes renting the buildings an issue (and therefore hinders our ability to gain money through 
rentals) 
- people stepping down from leadership or employment has also been an issue 
- it would take a lot of money that we don’t have to fix Grailville up to keep it a retreat center- it 
doesn’t seem viable 
- a lot of competition in the area w/retreat centers + Grailville being in bad shape has led to 
Grailville losing long-time clients 
- if we lost Grailville, would we lose our national center? 
- Cornwall has been operating at a deficit as well, but has been more careful with their income (it 
is at a $55k deficit, as opposed to Grailville’s $150k) 
 - ongoing look at both long + short-term maintenance issues at Cornwall helps (could 
anything similar be done at Grailville?) 
- shut down anything that is not making us $ 
- we do not want to spend NY region money on operating costs at Grailville; if needed, we 
would spend it on Cornwall 
- group wanted to do certified organic gardening but needed an answer in 3 weeks, which was 
not enough time for us to make a decision, especially since the 6 acres of land being used by the 
CSA for a garden + rented to farmers is in the middle of the land that the group wanted to lease. 
Is this something we could consider in the future? 
- a recent study showed that most new US Grail members are within 50 miles of our centers 
(Grailville + Cornwall) This brings into question: what would the future of the Grail be without 
these centers? 
- hiring national staff who are not Grail members and who choose not to become members over 
time: What does that say about us? 
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Imagine 2017 Questions: 
1) In 2017, what did we decide to do with the earth and pasture land? 
2) Who is responsible now for the land + for its sustainability? 
3) Is the Grail involved in/connected with this work? 
4) If so, how? 
5) Did we continue to run a conference center/retreat center + what did we decide to do with the 
buildings? (Note: At this time in 2014, Grailville has 18 buildings.) 
6) Did we keep some buildings? 
7) Which ones?  
8) What use do we make of these buildings now? 
9) If we were to establish a small community on a long term residency program, what would be 
the focus? 
10) Who were the participants in this new community? 
11) How many were there? 
12a) Where did they come from?  
12b) How many staff members did this take? 
13) Where did the staff come from? 
14) Come up with three priorities for local, national, international, and regional projects. 
15) What roles did we play (in getting to where we want to be in 2017)? 
16) What resources did we commit?  
17) You volunteered to commit to this work. What did you do to contribute with money, time, 
and ideas? 
18) If this new vision brings in a surplus of funds, where will we put this money? 
 
From our individual visioning:   

 
Land:  
- Grailville has 315 acres. 
- currently leasing 6 acres to CSA, and some is being used for grazing 
- close to Cincinnati Market – appeals to farmers and certifiable organic marketing  
- What money would the organic lease have brought in, and could that decision be reopened 
(either with this group or another/others)? 
- Don’t be forced into selling the land to housing developers. 
- several models: we could work some of the land ourselves, partner with people for some of it, 
lease some of it 
- co-housing farmers cooperative (based on Cuban model) where families work the land but have 
work off farm as well (working only on the farms for money would not be sustainable to make a 
living) 
- Would we be top manager/oversight? Do we have that expertise? 
- making money is not a bad thing! 
- Small-scale agriculture that can make a profit – heirloom tomatoes, vertical strawberries, 
mushrooms 
- living challenge building – U of Cin business students developing a model + Grailville 
becoming a center for environmental training + action to combat climate change. 
- the Grail has trouble agreeing on what to prioritize, and having climate change as our focus 
could help us get more done. 
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Buildings: 
- Hodie: living challenge building (grant/U of Cin) 
- create a paid (credit earning) course for living building challenge. 
- oratory: weddings, art shows, concerts 
- tear down decrepit buildings 
- putting resources into a new building – is it too much of a risk? 
- learn about other retreat centers in the area. Could we use them if we stop running a retreat 
center? Should we still run a retreat center? 
- jobs would be lost, but that income could be used for other aspects of the Grail. 
- if running a retreat center is not generating money to further the mission of the Grail, why are 
we still doing it? 
- work on maintaining some buildings for Grail programming (other than retreats) 
- tenants of buildings in the area to do maintenance 
- year school/semester at Grailville not viable anymore because of lack of money 
- consolidate building usage 
 
Community in residence:  
- center for environmental training 
- eco village: never got off the ground  
- farm co housing 
- linking economic justice with environmental sustainability – using Grailville to help nurture 
and grow that movement. Alternative economic institutions linked to challenging current 
economic systems.  
- Could we use Grailville as a catalyst for this? Could we get the money for it? 
- 1975: Grail was decentralized. It is important for us to come together and compromise for the 
sake of the group. 
- Create a program w/social movements to help catalyze movements and build our organization 
in context of larger social movements 
- centralization vs. decentralization (and individualism) in Grail structures 
- housing + food 
 
Mission:  
- climate change – economic justice 
- spirituality  
- gender + racial justice 
 
Small groups goals:  

- Take what we’ve heard and come up with some initial concrete plans. Look at the major 
similarities and differences.  
- Are there any conclusions we can draw about what to do (with land, buildings, etc.) and based 
on those conclusions, what should we do? 
- Scenarios, priorities, assigning tasks + responsibilities. 
 
Group 1 
- Lease land, NOT sell. 
- Take down buildings that are unsafe/unviable and sell the salvage. 
- Research viability of buildings. 
- Get figures on income from leasing land, including from the company that approached us, and 
learn more about that company (Deb S.) 
- Sell trees as we did at Cornwall (harvesting), forest management  
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- visit farms (Megan)  
- learn about other farms/retreat centers on similar paths – research/network (Carol B., Joy) 
-  What was the plan for the eco village and why didn’t it work? 
 
Group 2 
1) Replace the retreat center as a source of income. 
2) Partner with the organic farm + lease land, not sell + no housing development 
- do research on organic farms + who is doing agricultural projects in a viable and ethical way.  
3) Use Grailville as a space for movement building. Make use of our facilities central to 
furthering our mission/vision of politics and spirituality. (Carol B., Tegan) 
- outreach to volunteers 
- meet with other communities and retreat centers – possibility of creating national 
infrastructure/network, and sharing resources? 
4) Green building + farming – certificate program for students 
- international members and students could participate in this/this might give them incentive to 
come here, a reason for Grail members/explorers who are students to get visas, connect the Grail 
on local, national, and international levels 
- could Cornwall do something similar with SUNY New Paltz or Purchase? 
5) Programming for women that will generate money – workshops, skill-building 
- Women’s prison/re-entry – Brigitte, Linda 
 
Group 3 
1) Hodie becoming a living challenge green building/learning center. Training people + helping 
them gain skills 
- we could get funding (grants? Partnership w/U of Cin?) 
- connected to our mission of climate change 
- Marian Ronan + Ieva 
2) Farming cooperative/co-housing (Cuban model) 
- some of the buildings not up for commercial use could be used as residential buildings (not for 
a retreat center) 
- we farm in community 
- getting to know about/do research on places where this works/farms that are doing this 
- volunteers for 3-6 months, students 
3) We need a clear vision of what the Grail is and what we want/need to do in order for it to 
survive. One clear focus!  
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Virtual Circle Meeting 
February 25, 2014 
Participants:  Marian April Goering 
  Francine Wickes 
  Mary Farrell – Facilitator 
 
Notes submitted by Mary Farrell 
 
Both thought the background overview was clear.  Francine wondered what the current 
status of the Ecovillage initiative was.  Mary explained that the group had not been able to 
reach a workable plan within the timeframe agreed to, so the land at GV was no longer held 
for them. 
 
Mary read through the Imagine exercise.   
 
April felt uncomfortable with the questions.  As she put it later in the conversation “I’m not 
going to be the one doing anything at Grailville so I can’t dictate!”  The story of Lydwine’s 
vision is compelling.  She could say “That’s the sort of place we’re looking for!” when she 
saw the House of Joy because she and her colleagues had a purpose.  What is my purpose 
and what do I need to accomplish it?  Since the mid-1970s – the end of SAG – we haven’t 
seemed to have a compelling purpose.   
Francine echoed the questions – What role is Grailville serving for the total Grail?  There 
are appealing purposes that have been and could be served:  Permaculture training; 
Keeping it semi-solvent for a Wildlife refuge is very important. 
April spoke about agriculture – passion is needed & Youth!  Put it in an Agricultural Trust! 
Francine preferred not to sell off parcels piecemeal. 
Francine reiterated that preserving land for the health of the planet is very important.  
Would a conservation easement make sense? 
What about the Oratory?  April understands the source of wanting to preserve it, but what 
is the purpose?  It [the Oratory or Grailville] doesn’t have anything other than our love. 
Put things into a Trust.  Could we find a congregation who would use it? Perhaps a yoga 
group?  Could the Office move to the Oratory basement?  She’d like to keep the Ark, too. 
The cemetery is there also.  What do we do with it? 
Mary described the general outline of the Our Harvest proposal.  Both thought such a 
venture well worth exploring, if it is still, or another like it becomes available. 
Agreement that we need to be agile, ready and willing to take a radical step.  Let us not be 
too afraid of change. 
Father van Giniken said the Grail may not last more than 70 or 75 years.  We’ve already 
surpassed that.  Maybe our time is over. 
Tidings, Pneuma, Hillary and Oriens all could be sold.  Single families could use them. 
 
Francine: So many of us do love Grailville and we have a hard time letting go. 
April: Yes, but many new members don’t have those experiences. Francine was at the first 
course held at Grailville.  April remembered being in the second Semester at Grailville, 
Mary was in the first, but it’s 40 years since the end of SAG.  Younger or newer members 
don’t have that experience. 
 
Francine observed “There’s not a lot that I can do – maybe a contribution.” 
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April: I’m reluctant to make plans for other people to do.  We need a group of 12 or 15 
women, at least half younger than 50, or maybe 40 years old.  I’m not one of them.  My life 
has a different direction now.    
What’s the responsible way to let go?   What do we let go of?  What do we keep?  How do 
we figure out the method? 
 
We wished each other Good Luck with this process and expressed gratitude for it! 
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